
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clarity 15.9| Resolved Defects 

The following customer reported issues were resolved in the following release: 
November 9, 2020 Clarity 15.9 Major Release 

 
Note: For additional updates apply the latest patch for your release 

Learn more at https://techdocs.broadcom.com  
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DE48189 
Major 

Found in 15.5.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

API-1021 gets thrown when lookup value IDs have a forward slash in them 

 SUMMARY: API-1021 gets thrown in the New UI when lookup value IDs have forward slash in them.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Open a system, static lookup or create a user-defined static lookup with an attribute on the Project Object (or any 
object accessible in Modern UX)  
2. Create a value in it with Name as "Test" and ID as "test/test"  
3. Navigate to the Modern UX Projects list page  
4. Pick "Project Type" filter  
 
Expected Results: It is possible to pick values from which to filter the Project List.  
Actual Results: The following error gets thrown in the UI: 'API-1021 : Could not construct response. Unsupported 
character(s) found in the path component.'.  
Workaround: Deactivating the lookup will allow the filtering to work properly.  Create a new lookup value without the 
forward slash symbol and update existing records with the new value. 

 

DE49805 
Minor 

Found in 15.4.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Synchronize portfolio investments job fails with error ORA-03106 

 SUMMARY Intermittently, Synchronize Portfolio job fails with error ORA-03106: fatal two-task communication protocol 
error.  This has happened several times and not always the same portfolio. This issue also occurs for the Investment 
Allocation job.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. The customer is running the sync job with 5 scheduled at the same time and set as incompatible. They have 4 sets of 
5 scheduled, but logs show it is always at the same place.  
 
Expected Results: Job does not fail.  
Actual Results: Job fails.  
Workaround: Try to run the job again. (Schedule the job to run more frequently which increases the chances of a 
successful scheduled run). 

 

DE50348 

Major 

Found in 15.5 

Fixed in 15.9 

Synchronize Agile Central job is failing in Production 

 SUMMARY: Intermittently, the Synchronize Agile Central job fails with a time-out.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE: 
1. Run the Agile Central Synchronize job  
  
Expected Results: Job competes successfully/    
Actual Results: Job fails with below error in logs: 
Error: java.io.IOException: Could not add milestone: 
Caused by reference in the bg-ca.logs for this issue may show one or both of the following: 
java.io.IOException: HTTP/1.1 502 Proxy Error 
or 
 java.io.IOException: HTTP/1.0 504 Gateway Time-out 
or 
 java.io.IOException: Could not add milestone: Caused by: java.io.IOException: HTTP/1.1 524 Origin Time-out 
Workaround: Run the job again. This is typically an intermittent issue.  
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DE51165 

Major 

Found in 15.6.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

PRJ-07008 Error occurs when editing Assignments in the Classic and Modern UX 

 SUMMARY: 'PRJ-07008: Finish date earlier than start date.' error occurs when editing Assignments in the Classic and 
Modern UX. The assignments are created when the transactions are created through Classic, Transaction Entry and 
Imported through the job 'Import Financial Actuals' for resources that are NOT already on the team and NOT already 
assigned to the task. 
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
 1. Create a project with a single date of AUG 12 2019  
 2. Configure the Financial properties and set Financial Status = Open 
 3. DO NOT STAFF any resources  
 4. Create a 1 task (Task1) with the same date as the project AUG 12 2019   
 5. DO NOT ASSIGN any resources  
 6. Go to Classic, Home, Financial Management: Transaction Entry 
 7. Create 1 transaction on this project for this task and this date for a financially enabled resource  
      Resource1 - Transaction date = AUG 12 2019 (Task1) 
 8. Post To WIP and Execute 'Import Financial Actuals' job   
 9. Verify data is posted back to the project and Resource1's assignment can be updated (update the 'Role' or 'Loading 
Pattern') 
10. Go to Classic, Home, Financial Management: Transaction Entry 
11. Create 2 new transactions on this project for this same task using a different financially enabled resource 
     Resource2 - Transaction date = AUG 12 2019 (Task1) 
     Resource2 - Transaction date = AUG 14 2019 (Task1) 
12. Post To WIP and Execute 'Import Financial Actuals' job   
13. Verify data is posted back to the project  
14. Now try to change Resource2's Assignment for the 'Loading Pattern' or 'Role' field 
      Try in Classic or Modern UX - the issue is reproduced in both places  
 
Expected Results: The changes made to the assignment are saved successfully.  
Actual Results: The changes are not saved and the following error is thrown: 'PRJ-07008: Finish date earlier than start 
date.' 
Workaround: Add the resource to the investment STAFF before posting any manual transactions. If the resource is not 
added to the staff team prior to importing the manual transactions back to the investment, add ETC in the Classic UI, 
and save. Once the assignment has ETC that is added here, the ETC and everything else can be edited in the Classic and 
Modern UX.  

 

DE52019 

Major 

Found in 15.6.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

APM application report 'KPIs by Application' is not listing data as expected per design 

 SUMMARY: APM application report, provided via the APM add-in is not pulling data despite meeting the report 
requirements. KPIs by Application report not showing data when OBS data is selected as input controls 
 
SETUP:  
1. Install APM add-in and ensure content is installed state  
2. Create applications. Ensure the report prerequisites are met, the applications meet the report parameters that are 
required to run the reports. E.g. Mission criticality, risk scores  
Reference online product documentation: 
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/business-
management/clarity-project-and-portfolio-management-ppm-on-demand/15-6-1/add-ins-and-integrations/add-in-ca-
application-portfolio-management-apm/apm-application-
reports.html#concept.dita_6a4e22c605f893b993bd3b6b20fcf98fc02a25d4_ApplicationAssessmentAnalysis   
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Open the 'KPIs by Application' report from advanced reporting > view > repository > org> CA PPM > Report> 
Application management  
2. Select report parameters Application OBS type and Application OBS units and click apply  
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example from my test case:  
Application OBS type= 'Organizational'  
Application OBS unit= 'All groups | Application mgt'   
 
Expected Results: The report to list data.  
Actual Results: The report returns 'no matching records found'.  
Workaround: Selecting each application key (applicationKey_1)  via the application report parameter is not a feasible 
workaround. One of the report queries appears to reference the wrong table. 
1. Search for statement 
     obsa.table_name = 'SRM_PROJECTS' 
2. Replace statement with 
     obsa.table_name = 'INV_APPLICATION' 
3. Publish the report  

 

DE52325 
Minor 

Found in 15.2 

Fixed in 15.9 

Securability Fix 

 No Steps revealed for security reasons. 

 

DE52634 

Major 

Found in 15.7 

Fixed in 15.9 

Filter on second page of portlet does not keep filter settings when setup to open as pop-up 

 SUMMARY: Filter on the second page of the portlet does not keep filter settings when set up to open as a pop-up.  
When creating a portlet with a hyperlink which opens as a pop-up to a list of issues which you previously filtered that 
you can see correctly on the first page but not when you go to the second page. You notice the number of records 
changes.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
Prerequisites: Use a 15.7.1 vanilla system with test data. 
For data setup, please ensure that the [Overview->PM Alerts->Current Issues] portlet shows more than 20 Issues for 
any of the pie chart values when filtered for a project manager, but has more issues of that priority for other PMs so 
we can see the effect of the loss of the filter.  
1. Create Grid portlet based on Current Issues (Query) as the data provider  
2. You can add all attributes to the list column  
3. Under List Column Section select Fields and click on properties of Total Count, for the Link select "Current Issues Drill 
Down" and check Open as a pop-up flag. Click Save and Return  
4. Under List Filter Section you can add all attributes available to Selected, Click Save and Return  
5. Navigate to Portlet Pages and search for Overview, go to Tabs and click on PM Alerts  
6. Under the Content tab add a new portlet you created in Step 1  
7. Click on the Page Filters tab and click on Filter Mappings, map your filters to the appropriate mapping field and click 
on Save and Return  
8. Navigate to the Overview page and click on PM Alerts from the Home menu  
9. On the page filter for specific PM and click Filter on the page  
10. Now Click on the Total Count link in the new portlet you created which should open a pop-up window  
11. Notice on the top you still see your PM which you selected on the PM Alerts page, also notice the total count of 
issue observed on Page 1  
12. Now click on to go to Page 2, notice total number on the page changed indicating that filter did not get retained 
when clicking on the next page  
 
Expected Results: Filter should be applied when navigating to Page 2.  
Actual Results: It is not filtering correctly when going to Page 2.  
Workaround: You should click on Filter again when on the second page to ensure proper results are returned.  
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DE53393 

Major 

Found in 15.6.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Cost Plan Periods are out of order when selecting a start date or finish date 

 SUMMARY: The Cost Plan periods used on the Modern UX are sorted by the internal ID for the record in the tale 
biz_com_period.id.   
This is caused by the pull-down sorting the values by the internal record ID.  
For example, the Clarity administrator is allowed to create Monthly Fiscal Periods over a span of a year and the 
application will generate the 12 monthly periods.  
This may cause the records to be sequentially created with an internal Id, but not in chronological order.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Go to the Default Entity (this is used in the Modern UX) 
2. Create Monthly Fiscal Periods  
    a. Enter the year 
    b. Start Date:  1/1/YYYY 
    c. Finish Date:  12/31/YYYY 
3. Save and Return 
4. Navigate to the Modern UX  
5. Open a Project and navigate to the FINANCIALS Module to create a new plan 
6. In the pull-down to select the Start Period or Finish Period examine the list of values  
 
Expected Results: The values should appear in chronological order.  
Actual Results: The values do not appear in chronological order.  
The periods get created out of chronological order based on the IDs on BIZ_COM_PERIODS 
In MUX the cost plan periods are presented in BIZ_COM_PERIOD.ID order which can make them out of Fiscal Period 
chronological order. 
Workaround: You can still find the periods by searching for a specific period in the pull-down.  
SUMMARY: The Cost Plan periods used on the Modern UX are sorted by the internal ID for the record in the tale 
biz_com_period.id.   
This is caused by the pull-down sorting the values by the internal record ID.  
For example, the Clarity administrator is allowed to create Monthly Fiscal Periods over a span of a year and the 
application will generate the 12 monthly periods.  
This may cause the records to be sequentially created with an internal Id, but not in chronological order.  

 

DE53733 

Minor 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Baseline Details Not Saving from Microsoft Project if Outline Code Fields are Populated 

 SUMMARY: If a Baseline Code field is populated for a task in Microsoft Project, that task's baseline will not save back to 
Clarity.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Export an existing project from Clarity to MSP OR create a new project in MSP  
2. Create a task, if one does not already exist  
3. Click on the Project tab - Custom Fields icon  
4. On the Type drop-down, select Outline Code  
5. Click on the Lookup... button  
6. Enter at least one value for the lookup   
7. Click on Close and OK  
8. Add the Outline Code1 column to the view in MSP  
9. Select a value for the Outline Code1 field on the task   
10. Baseline the project (step 9 and 10 can also be switched)  
11. Save the project back to Clarity  
  
Expected Results: The task baseline details such as Baseline Start and Finish get saved back to Clarity.  
Actual Results: The task baseline details do not Save back to Clarity. The task baseline record is not in the 
PRJ_BASELINE_DETAILS table either.  
Workaround: None.  
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DE53842 

Minor 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Filtering on Timesheet Grid reverts back to original filter results 

 SUMMARY: Filtering on New UX Timesheet Grid reverts back to original filter results.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Connect to a large customer dataset  
2. Go to Modern UX and Open Timesheets grid with a user with access to many timesheets  
3. Now filter on Status = Open and Active = Yes  
     Note the number of records returned  
4. Quickly add the Time Period in the filter and select a few time periods  
     Note the results are updated to only reflect those periods  
     Wait for 5 sec  
 
Expected Results: The filter results to stay as they are since we are not updating anything in UI.  
Actual Results: Results are reverted back to the first filter we did with no action from our part. If you navigate to 
another page say My Timesheet and then go back, the proper filter is displayed again.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE54060 

Major 

Found in 15.6.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

CA PPM Mobile app throws 'No Internet connection' popup message without the option to log off 

 SUMMARY: When a user logs in to CA PPM Mobile and then loses internet connection, a 'No Internet 
connection' message pops up and a 'Try Again' button is presented.  
This pop-up message, however, goes into a loop without the user having an option to log off until a connection is 
restored.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log into CA PPM Mobile app  
2. For the purpose of reproducing the behavior, switch off the mobile internet connection (eg: Turn on Air Flight 
Mode)   
 
Expected Results: 'No Internet Connection' pops up and after clicking on 'Try Again' button a couple of times the user 
has an option to log off of the Mobile app.  
Actual Results: 'No Internet Connection' pops message gets into an indefinite loop without the option to log off.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE54302 

Minor 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

PPM Gantt Scroll Bar disappearing when zooming out in Firefox 79 or later 

 SUMMARY: The vertical scrollbar on the Gantt disappears when zooming out in Firefox 79 or later.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. In a Firefox browser window, open an existing project or create a new project having enough tasks at least two fill 
two browser windows on the Gantt  
2. Make sure that the browser zoom is set to 100% or greater  
3. Open the task list in the Gantt and notice that the vertical scroll bar is present  
4. Change the browser zoom to anything less than 100%  
  
Expected Results: The vertical scroll bar is still present to scroll to the bottom of the task list.  
Actual Results: The vertical scroll bar disappears so there is not a way to scroll to the bottom of the list.  
Workaround: Change the browser zoom to 100% or greater. Alternatively, use a different browser, as this issue does 
not occur in Chrome, Edge or IE.  
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DE54414 

Major 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Parameterized lookup not working for Risks and Issues 

 SUMMARY: Parameterized Lookup in Risk Object Using Lookup Parameter Mapping: ID to PK_ ID doesn't work properly 
on the Modern UX.  
This issue is reproduced for RISKS and ISSUES.  
  
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Create a custom object  
2. Create some instances of the custom object  
3. Create a dynamic lookup that retrieves the instances of the custom object  
4. Go to the Project Object and create a new attribute using the new dynamic lookup and place the lookup on the 
properties page (PrjLookup1)  
5. Create parameterized dynamic lookup  
6. Go to the Risk Object and create a new attribute using the new parameterized dynamic lookup  
   - Set the Parameter Mapping to the PK_ID  
   - Add the attribute to the Risk properties page (RiskLookup1)  
7. Create Project X and select values from the 'PrjLookup1' field  
8. Create Project Y and select values from the 'PrjLookup1' field  
9. Go to Project X and create a new RISK  
10. Browse in the Risk parameterized lookup field 'RiskLookup1'  
11. Values displayed in the browse should only show ones based on the parameter for this project. It works fine in the 
Classic UI  
12. API enable the attribute RiskLookup1 on the Risk object, to have it also available on the New UX  
13. In the New UX, Go to Project X and click on the RISKS module  
14. Add the field RiskLookup1, from the Column Panel  
15. Select the field to display/modify the values on the existing Risk  
Expected Results: Values displayed in the browse should only show ones based on the parameter for this project.  
Actual Results: Values for all projects are displayed in the browse.  
A Warning is triggered with the message: One or more parameters 'param_id' are not API-enabled. You may see 
unexpected results. 
Workaround: None.  

 

DE54617 

Minor 

Found in 15.6.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Agile Central sync error for some projects: Task could not be synced due to error : 500 api.internalError 

 SUMMARY: Agile Central sync error Task could not be synced due to error : 500 api.internalError for some projects. 
This project previously synchronized successfully.   
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Go to the project in Clarity PPM  
2. Select the action to synchronize the project to Agile Central.  
  
Expected Results: The agile sync job completes successfully.  
Actual Results: The agile sync job fails with the below error. A couple of the tasks are synced, but many are not.  
Task could not be synced due to error : 500 api.internalError class java.lang.String cannot be cast to class 
java.lang.Number (java.lang.String and java.lang.Number are in module java.base of loader 'bootstrap') 
Workaround: None.  
  
Resolution: The fix for DE55120 also resolves this use case.  
Reference: DE55120: Rally sync error API-1019 post upgrade to 15.7.1 for some projects  
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DE54742 

Minor 

Found in 15.7 

Fixed in 15.9 

New UI: In Financial a list is cut off if browser Zoom is increased 

 SUMMARY: In certain situations, when a screen's resolution is reduced, or when a browser's "Zoom" is increased, the 
lookup drop-down widgets may be cut off within the Financials module in the New UX.  
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Increase the Zoom in the Browser settings  
2. In the New UX open a Project  
3. Go to the "Financials" section  
4. Create a Plan or click an existing Plan  
5. On the plan screen click the blue "+" to add a new row  
6. On the new row double click "Role" to select an item  
Expected Results: In most circumstances, you'll see an alphabetical list of items, this is working as expected.   
Actual Results: If the Zoom is increased on the browser, the list goes up, and only shows the items at the bottom of the 
list. It's not possible to scroll through the options.  
Workaround: Reducing the browser Zoom (if possible). Using the Search functionality to find the desired item.  

 

DE54813 
Minor 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Creating Parameterized Lookup on Cost Plan Details using plan_id parameter causes an issue in Financials module 

 SUMMARY: Creating Parameterized Lookup on Cost Plan Details using plan_id parameter causes issues in the 
Financials module of Modern UX.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Login To Clarity  
2. Navigate to Administration -> Data Administration -> Lookups  
3. Create a Dynamic lookup with the below query  
  
select @select:rim.name:name@, @select:rim.rim_risk_issue_code:code@, @select:rim.type_code:tcode@ from 
rim_risks_and_issues rim inner join fin_plans fin on rim.pk_id=fin.object_id where @filter@ and type_code in 
('RISK','ISSUE','CHANGE') and fin.id=@where:param:user_def:integer:planid@  
  
4. In the Parent Window page, select Hidden Key = name, Display Attribute = code  
5. Navigate to Administration -> Studio -> Objects  
6. Search for Cost Plan Detail Object  
7. Click on Cost Plan Detail Object and navigate to Attributes  
8. Create an Attribute of Type Lookup with the lookup created on Step 3  
    While creating the attribute be sure to fill in the Lookup Mapping section to map the planid to the plan_id 
    Add an API Attribute Alias id  
9. Navigate to the Modern UX  
10. Navigate to Projects, Test Project, FINANCIALS Module  
11. Click on any cost plan from the list. if no cost plan is preset create a new one  
12. Once you click on a Cost Plan you will see a list of Cost Plan Detail Rows  
13. Click on the Column Panel and add the attribute which we created on step 8  
14. Try selecting a value for the attribute once added by double-clicking it  
 
Expected Results: Lookup values are displayed.  
Actual Results: Warning is shown that One or more parameters 'param_planid' are not API-enabled. You may see 
unexpected results.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE54888 

Minor 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

New UX - Filtering on Project Grid reverts back to original results 

 SUMMARY: New UX - Filtering on Project Grid reverts back to original results 
 

http://fin.id/
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STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Connect to a large customer dataset 
2. Go to Projects - Grid 
3. Note the number of projects there 
4. Now quickly add a filter, i.e. Active =Yes 
5. Note the amount of projects changing down 
6. Within 5 sec, note the amount of projects reverting back to initial number. 

 
Expected Results: The filter results to stay as they are 
Actual Results: Results are reverted back to the original filter 
Workaround: None.  

 

DE55011 

Major 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

New UX - Create project performance is slow on merge in ODF_ITEM_POSITIONS 

 SUMMARY: New UX - Create project performance is slow on merge in ODF_ITEM_POSITIONS.  
 
Steps to Reproduce:  

1. Connect to a large dataset with at least 35k of projects and 50 picklists on every project (and select count(*) 
from odf_item_positions should be about 1.7M)  

2. Go to Classic UI and create a project. Note the time is under 5-10 sec  
3. Now connect to New UX  
4. Go to either Board or Grid view and enter the fields to create a new project  

Expected Results: The project to be created in a similar amount of time as in Classic.  
Actual Results: The project 'Create' action takes over 20 sec, usually about 50 sec.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE55120 

Major 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Rally sync error API-1019 post upgrade to 15.7.1 for some projects 

 SUMMARY: Post upgrade to 15.7.1, some tasks are failing with API-1019 error:  
There was a problem syncing tasks for the CA PPM project:<Project Name> 500api.internal Error API-1019 : Could not 
process the request due to internal error.  
   
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  

 Run the Synchronize Agile Central sync job 
Expected Results: Project and tasks sync successfully.  
Actual Results: For some projects, the user gets an error: There was a problem syncing tasks for the CA PPM 
project:<Project Name>500api.internalErrorAPI-1019 : Could not process the request due to internal error.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE55148 

Minor 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Clarity PPM - New UX - Group By is causing incorrect counts 

 SUMMARY: Within the New UX, in the Grid View "Group By" causing incorrect counts. In the New UX, go to the Project 
Grid View. Select the option to "Group By". The count at the bottom will only display the total of Groups, it doesn't 
include the number of Projects in the Groups when the Group is expanded. I cannot reproduce this prior to 15.7.1.  
  
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log in to the Clarity New UX   
2. Go to the list of Projects and select the "Grid" View  
3. Select one of the columns that you want to sort into Groups (for example you can add "Status", or use one of the 
existing fields)  
4. Hover over the field name in the Grid, and the three lines icon will display  
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5. Click the icon, and select "Group By"  
6. The items will be grouped - Notice the count at the bottom, it will only display a number based on how many groups 
are displayed  
7. If you expand a group to see the Projects, the number doesn't increase  
Expected Results: To see the row count reflect the total number of rows shown when the Group By is expanded. The 
count should reflect all parent and child rows shown on the page.  
Actual Results: The row count is only counting the Group by rows.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE55191 

Minor 

Found in 15.4.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Unable to communicate to the PPM server errors in Classic PPM after upgrading Chrome to build 83.0.4103.61 

 SUMMARY: Unable to communicate to the PPM server errors in Classic PPM after upgrading Chrome to the latest build 
83.0.4103.61 released on May 19, 2020.  
This happens in multiple areas including:  

 Logging in via Classic PPM  

 Clicking save and return on a task  

 Creating a new project and clicking Save  

 Clicking add on the Task list  

 Clicking Filter on a portlet/page list  
Additionally, in the idea conversion process:  
1. It takes you to an unexpected error page after you click Next on the investment type selection page, you have to hit 
back to get to the right screen to enter the project name  
2. cost plans do not copy over when converting ideas to projects, and the department field is not populated for the 
project which doesn't happen in prior versions of Chrome  
 
This issue does not happen in the Modern UX / New User Experience  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
Using Log in Example:  

1. Upgrade your Chrome version to 83.0.4103.61  
2. Ensure you are logged out of Clarity  
3. Go to the Classic PPM log in page  
4. Enter your user name and password and click Login  

Expected Results: You are logged in successfully without error.  
Actual Results: You get an error Unable to communicate to the PPM server.  
Workaround: Click Close to the message or use a different browser.  
 
Using Idea conversion example:  

1. Create an idea  
2. Financially enable it by adding a department  
3. Create a cost plan on the idea  
4. Submit the idea for approval  
5. Approve the idea  
6. Convert the idea using the below steps:  

1. Click the Convert button on the idea  
2. For Investment type, select Project from a template and click Next (Popup error occurs, click Close)  
3. You are taken to an unexpected Error page, click Back on that page  

1. Error on page: System error. Contact your system administrator  
4. Enter the project name and other required fields and click save  
5. Click Close to the Unable to communicate to the PPM Server message  
6. Click the Financial Plans tab  

Expected Results: Cost Plan appears  
Actual Results: Cost plan isn’t copied over and instead you get Error: You must associate this investment with an entity 
before a financial plan can be set up. This error is due to the Department not copying over, it copies over successfully 
in earlier versions of Chrome.  
Workaround:  
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DE55195 

Minor 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

The Grouped By on a Date does not display a correct format until you refresh the grid. 

 SUMMARY: The Group By on a Date type field does not display a correct format until you refresh the grid.   
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log in to the Modern UX  
2. Go to the Projects Common grid  
http://myserver/pm/#/projects/common  
3. Look at the Project list date fields - the Start Date shows as Month-DD-YYYY 
4. Group the grid by the Start Date  
   The Group by Date format is showing as Month-DD-YYYY 
Expected Results: The Start Date group by format to display correctly as soon as you set it 
Actual Results: The dates format when grouping by is not correct until you refresh 
Workaround: Refresh the page. The Date Format has changed to YYYY-MM.  

 

DE55199 

Minor 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Date filters in the new UI do not display correctly if user language is set to Spanish 

 SUMMARY: Date filters in the new UI do not display correctly if user language is set to Spanish. The word 'TO' is not 
translated correctly and it is overlapping.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Login into Clarity PPM with a user whose language is set to Spanish  
2. In the new UI, add a filter for a date type field in the Projects or Ideas page (i.e. Fecha de Finalizacion) 
  
Expected Results: The filter box is correctly displayed, showing the two calendar icons, allowing the user to enter 
values from/to with the correct translation for the word 'TO' and no overlapping.  
Actual Results: The filter box is displayed, showing the two calendar icons, allowing the user to enter values from/to. 
In English, the "TO" text is displayed separating the two calendar icons/fields. 
In Spanish, however, a wrong text,  "A LAS/S", is being displayed separating the two calendar icons. On top of that, the 
text is overlapping with the second calendar icon. 
Workaround: None.  

 

DE55232 

Minor 

Found in 15.5.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Subpage of a Custom Sub Object is not created under the Master Object for Partition Units 

 SUMMARY: When creating a subobject for a master object which is partitioned and Edit View of master object been 
previously updated it is observed that the subpage of the subobject is created in the 'System' partition only of the 
master object and not the custom partition units.  
  
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Create a Master Object and associate it with a Partition Model that has a few partition units  
2. Go to Views and click on [Layout: Edit] and make any changes to the General section and Save  
3. Create a Sub Object under the Master Object created in Step 1  
4. Navigate to the Master Object and go to the Views tab  
5. Select Views for any non-System partition and click on [Layout: Edit] and observe no Subpage for the Custom 
Subobject was created  
  
Expected Results: A Subpage for the Custom Sub Object should be created for any non-System partition unit.  
Actual Results: The Subpage for the Custom Sub Object is not created for any non-System partition unit.  
Workaround:  Click Restore Defaults on the Views tab of the Master Object. This would undo any customizations on 
the master object, so only viable if the master object wasn't modified significantly.  
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DE55385 

Minor 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Error seen when trying to filter by Associated Risks or Issues 

 STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log in to the Clarity New UX  
2. Open a Project  
3. Navigate to the RISKS Module  
4. Click the filter icon, and then click "Add Filter" 
5. Select either "Associated Risks" or "Associated Issues" 
 
Expected Results: Filtering is successful.  
Actual Results: The error is received, and the filtering doesn't work.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE55404 

Minor 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Incremental Load DWH fails with duplicate insert value in DWH_X_INV_TASK_SUM_FACTS table 

 SUMMARY: Intermittently, the Load Data Warehouse job without the 'Full Load' option selected will fail with an error 
regarding duplicate tasks.  
  
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
  
1. Schedule the 'Load Data Warehouse' job without the 'Full Load' option selected to run every 4 hours  
  
Expected Results: The job should complete if there is no metadata change.  
Actual Results: The job fails with an error: 
2020/06/01 19:03:41 - Error for table 'DWH_X_INV_TASK_SUM_FACTS' - Error Number 1505 'The CREATE UNIQUE 
INDEX statement terminated because a duplicate key was found for the object name 
'ppm_dwh.DWH_X_INV_TASK_SUM_FACTS' and the index name 'DWH_X_INV_TASK_SUM_FACTS_U1'. The duplicate 
key value is (21658340).' 
2020/06/01 19:03:41 - Abort job - ERROR (version 5.0.2, build 1 from 2013-12-04_15-52-25 by buildguy) : Aborting job. 
2020/06/01 19:03:41 - Error for table 'DWH_X_INV_TASK_SUM_FACTS' - Error Number 1505 'The CREATE UNIQUE 
INDEX statement terminated because a duplicate key was found for the object name 
'ppm_dwh.DWH_X_INV_TASK_SUM_FACTS' and the index name 'DWH_X_INV_TASK_SUM_FACTS_U1'. The duplicate 
key value is (21658340).' 
2020/06/01 19:03:41 - Abort job - ERROR (version 5.0.2, build 1 from 2013-12-04_15-52-25 by buildguy) : Aborting job. 
2020/06/01 19:03:41 - Abort job - ERROR (version 5.0.2, build 1 from 2013-12-04_15-52-25 by buildguy) : Aborting job. 
2020/06/01 19:03:41 - Error for table 'DWH_X_INV_TASK_SUM_FACTS' - Error Number 1505 'The CREATE UNIQUE 
INDEX statement terminated because a duplicate key was found for the object name 
'ppm_dwh.DWH_X_INV_TASK_SUM_FACTS' and the index name 'DWH_X_INV_TASK_SUM_FACTS_U1'. The duplicate 
key value is (21658340).' 
null 
Workaround: Run the Load Data Warehouse job with the 'Full Load' option.  

 

DE55572 

Cosmetic 

Found in 15.7.1.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Long URL Attribute Displays Over Other Fields in the New UX 

 SUMMARY: In the Modern UX, when a long URL attribute is displayed, it is not wrapped or hidden inside the expected 
maximum width for the attribute box, Instead, it expands as necessary and displays over other fields.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. In the Project Object, create a new URL attribute with a maximum size set to 2000 (or a high value) and an API 
Attribute ID  
2. In a Blueprint layout, ensure the link attribute is displayed in the same row as other attributes, and that it has at 
least one attribute displayed at the right side of the URL attribute  
3. For a project, enter a very long URL  
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Expected Results: The URL is either wrapped (displayed over multiple lines), or only the portion that fits in the 
attribute width is displayed.  
Actual Results: The URL is expanded as needed and displayed over other attributes.  
Workaround: Place the field on a row alone or to the right of other fields in the Blueprint layout.  

 

DE55650 

Major 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Hierarchy: Some costs and NPV does not roll-up totals in Financials Roll-up Basic View 

 SUMMARY: When an Investment Hierarchy has several levels of children the Planned NPV does not roll up correctly.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Make a Hierarchy on an investment which has several levels  
    a. Project A Master 
    b. Project B Sub of Project A 
    c. Project C Sub of Project B 
    d. Project D Sub of Project B 
     
    Hierarchy will be 
    Project A 
            Project B 
                 Project C 
                 Project D 
     
2. All projects are 100% allocation to the parent  
3. All projects have a cost plan 
Expected Results: The NPV rolls up correctly for the child where there is a child with $0 cost plan.  
Actual Results: Planned NPV only picks up values for one.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE55654 

Minor 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Idea cost plan is not taking Period from Start and finish 

 SUMMARY: In the Modern UX, if the Idea start and finish dates are updated on the Properties Module, the Financial dates 
do not use the updated dates.  
The grid must reset in order to use the updated Idea dates. 
          
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
 1. In the Modern UX, go to Ideas 
 2. Click on Grid  
 3  Create a new Idea.  Make sure you add values for the Department and Location so it will be financially enabled  
    Note: The Idea Start and Finish Dates default to the current date  
 4. Click on the Idea to open the Properties Module  
 5. Change Idea's dates to July 1, 2020 and Aug 31, 2020 
 6. Click on Financials Module  
 7. Click + to add a new financial plan  
 
Expected Results: The Start and Finish periods will reflect what was set on details.  
Actual Results: The Start and Finish show what was originally entered on the grid.  
Workaround:  Update the Start and Finish when you first create the Idea on the Grid or go back to the Idea list page and 
then back into Idea/Financials. The periods will update however the Start Date may still be incorrect.  
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DE55708 

Cosmetic 

Found in 15.8.0.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

New UX task tool-tip display issue with an ampersand symbol '&' in name 

 SUMMARY:  
The task name is not shown correctly if a task is not open for time entry and the task name contains a ampersand symbol 
(&).  This occurs if the user hovers over the tooltip information that is shown to notify the project manager.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Create a project  
2. Create a task that is named 'Test A&B' (without the quotes) 
3. Create an assignment on the new task for any resource  
4. Close the task for time entry: Navigate to the settings for the task and uncheck 'OPEN FOR TIME ENTRY' on the specific 
task  
5. Login as the resource itself or from admin user open the new UX, and try creating timesheet by selecting 'Add Work to 
Timesheet' 
6. Filter for the assigned task 'Test A&B' 
7. Hover the mouse pointer over the task name  
  
Expected Result: The information that the project manager can be notified displays the task name correctly 'Test A&B'.  
Actual Result: The task name is not displayed correcty when hovering over the task - instead it shows 'Test A&amp;B'.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE55716 

Minor 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Cannot Upload Documents in Modern UX 

 SUMMARY: Documents can only be uploaded in the Modern UX if the extensions entered in the 'Authorized File Extensions' 
box under Administration - System options is in lower case letters. In Classic, the case of the extension entered here is not 
taken into account when attempting to upload a document.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. In the Classic UI, under Administration - System Options, enter DOCX in capital letters for the 'Authorized File Extensions' 
and Save  
2. In the Modern UX, open a project and go to the Documents module  
3. Upload a document with an extension of docx, but lower case letters (example: Test.docx)  
 
Expected Results: The file is uploaded.  
Actual Results: The file is not uploaded, and the following error is thrown:  
'Could not upload Test.docx Allowed file extensions: DOCX.' 
Workaround: Add the lower case equivalent of the file extensions in the 'Authorized File Extensions' box. Alternatively, the 
upper case extensions can also be replaced with the equivalent lower case extensions in this box.  

 

DE55797 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Attribute names with more than 80 characters can not be added to Blueprints 

 SUMMARY: Attribute names with more than 80 characters can not be added to Blueprints.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Go to Studio, Objects  
2. Edit the Project Object  
3. On the Attributes tab create a new attribute string type and define an API Attribute Alias  
   Name: abcdefghijabcdefghijabcdefghijabcdefghijabcdefghijabcdefghijabcdefghijabcdefghijabcdefghij 
   (contains 90 characters)  
4. Go to the Modern UX, Blueprints  
5. Create a copy of the Standard Project Blueprint 
6. Edit this Blueprint and add the new field to the Properties Module  
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Expected Results: The field is added to the Blueprint.  
Actual Results: It can not be added. You get an error: 'Name' is too large. Maximum size is 80.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE55808 

Minor 

Found in 15.6 

Fixed in 15.9 

Roadmap Items shown as duplicates in the Roadmap Timeline Report 

 SUMMARY: When a Roadmap has multiple Scenarios, data for each Scenario will display in the Advanced Reporting 
"Roadmap Timeline Report".  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Create a new roadmap 
2. Import one PPM project into the Roadmap  
3. Create a new Scenario using save as, so that now in the scenario drop-down, there are two scenarios  
4. Run the 'Load Data Warehouse' job to update the report controls 
5. Go to Advanced Reporting and select the 'Roadmap Timeline' Report  
6. Select your Roadmap from the input controls  
7. Enter the other applicable input including Fiscal Year 
8. Click Apply  
  
Expected Results: Just one row returns for the one project on the Roadmap.  
Actual Results: Two rows return for the same project. If you create another scenario, then any projects imported at the 
time of the scenario creation will show up a third time.  
Workaround:  

 

DE55921 

Minor 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Modern UX: Parameterized Lookup error - One or more parameters 'param_name' are not API-enabled 

 SUMMARY: Modern UX: Parameterized Lookup error - One or more parameters 'param_name' are not API-enabled.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Create a sub-object of the Project object  
2. Navigate to the Modern UX -> Blueprints. Pick a Blueprint -> Modules. Display the object created in Step 1. Make note of 
the Blueprint  
3. Create a lookup (in the Classic UI. Administration -> Lookups -> New -> Dynamic Query) with the following NSQL:  
 select 
 @select:id:id@, 
 @select:name:nam@, 
 @select:code:code@ 
 from inv_investments 
 where @filter@ 
 and id = @where:param:user_def:integer:map_to_project@ 
4. Create a new attribute in the object from Step 1. Make it of data type "Lookup". Use the lookup created in Step 3  
5. Under section "Lookup Parameter Mappings", provide "odf_parent_id" for "Object Attribute ID"  
6. Navigate back to the Modern UX. Map any project to the Blueprint from Step 2. Open it and navigate to the sub-object's 
tab  
7. Display attribute from step 4 in the list view  
8. Create a new instance and try to populate value for the attribute from Step 4  
 
Expected Result: Values are displayed for selection.  
Actual Result: Following error/warning is thrown: One or more parameters 'param_map_to_project' are not API-enabled. 
You may see unexpected results.  
Workaround: None.  
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DE55922 

Minor 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Modern UX: API-1004 thrown when trying to create a To-Do Item 

 SUMMARY: Modern UX: API-1004 thrown when trying to create a To Do Item  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Login to Modern UX. Make note of the account being used  
2. Navigate to any project where the account being used is the project manager  
3. Navigate to the Task Board  
4. Create a new task on the Task Board, enter a task name, press Enter  
5. On the same task flyout switch to the To-Do Tab  
6. Create a new To-Do, enter a to-do name, and press enter  
 
Expected Results: A new To-Do is created.  
Actual Results: API-1004 error is thrown and a new To-Do does not get created.  
Workaround:  

 

DE55928 

Major 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Incorrect URL in Jaspersoft reporting 

 SUMMARY: In Clairty SaaS, the scheduled report with a link embedded has an incorrect link and is picking up the Admin 
Server URL.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Login to Clarity and Navigate to Advance Reporting   
2. Pick any Report and schedule and Run now  
3. On the Notification choose Include reports as repository links in the email body  
   
Expected Result: The embedded link, which you get in the email, should be routed to the app node URL.   
Actual Result: The link contains http://url2869.saas.broadcom.com which is an encoded URL and points to Admin Server 
URL.  
Workaround: Delete the Jaspersoft admin update parameter from the app pods and not using the Admin Server.  

 

DE55971 

Minor 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Project Financial Status set to Attribute Default when using the UX to create a project using a template 

 SUMMARY: Using the UX to create a new project from a template is not using the Template Financial Status value.  It is 
using the Object Attribute Default value.  
There was a fix for this behavior when creating a new project from a template using XOG, but it is NOT working via Classic 
or Modern UX.  
Reference: DE47956: Project Financial Status set to Hold when creating a project using a template via XOG. (Fixed in 
15.6.1)  
 
1. Log in to Classic and go to Administration, Studio Objects - Project Object  
2. Go to the Attributes tab and set the 'Financial Status' to 'Hold'  
3. Create a Project Template and set 'Financial Status' to 'Open'  
4. In Classic OR Modern UX, Create a new project from a template  
5. Check the Financial Status field  
 
Expected Results: The Financial Status = 'Hold' on the new project.  
Actual Results: The Financial Status = 'Open' on the new project.  
Workaround: After the project is created, the user can change the Financial Status to 'Open'.  
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DE56166 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Options cogwheel icons are overlapping with the text while minimizing the window for parallel testing in Phoenix UI 

 SUMMARY: Options cogwheel icons are overlapping with the text while minimizing the window for parallel testing in 
Phoenix UI.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log in to Clarity as Admin and change UI Theme to Phoenix UI  
2. Navigate to the General page  
3. Start making your browser window smaller until you see Options cogwheels overlaying Favorite Links and Notifications 
portlets  
 
Expected Results: Options cogwheel icons should not overlay Favorite Links and Notifications portlets.  
Actual Results: Options cogwheel icon is overlaying Favorite Links and Notifications portlets.  
Workaround: None.  

 
 

DE56167 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Menu items are overlapping in the Clarity landing page while minimizing the window for parallel testing when using 
Phoenix UI 

 SUMMARY: Menu items are overlapping in the Clarity landing page while minimizing the window for parallel testing when 
using Phoenix UI.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log in to Clarity as Admin and change UI Theme to Phoenix UI  
2. Navigate to the General page  
3. Make your browser window smaller until you start seeing Menus overlapping each other under Home, same observed 
when clicking on the Administration menu as well  
 
Expected Results: Home/Administration Menu should not overlap when the window size is small.  
Actual Results: Home/Administration Menu are overlapping when the window size is small.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE56189 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

A User with Instance Rights for Approve/Edit Time may not see all Timesheets in the Timesheet Grid 

 SUMMARY: A user with instance rights to approve and enter time for resources will not see the corresponding timesheets 
in the Modern UX Timesheet grid view unless the timesheets have been accessed at least once. 
The Timesheet grid is not showing the 'virtual' timesheets that have not yet been created when the user has instance rights 
to the resource for approving or editing that resource's timesheets. 
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE: 
1. Create a new user that only has the following rights: 
Global: 
** Timesheets - Navigate 
Instance: 
** Resource - Approve Time 
** Resource - Enter Time 
(add some instances, like 10 different resources) 
2. Log in to Clarity with this user and navigate to the New UX Timesheets  
3. Go to the Review and Approve tab, and select any period (ideally a period in the future where timesheets have not been 
created) 
4. 10 timesheets will be displayed in the "Open" column  
5. Go to the TIMESHEETS grid tab    
6. Filter by the same period and status = Open 
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Expected Results: 10 timesheets are displayed.  
Actual Results: 0 timesheets are displayed.  
Workaround: The only way to get the list of timesheets not yet created is for the user to visit the timesheet at least once. 
One way to accomplish this is to go into each timesheet as such:  
1. Go to the Review and Approve tab, and click on any of the 10 timesheets, the timesheet flyover will be displayed  
2. Go to the TIMESHEETS grid tab for the same period -  1 timesheet is displayed (the one that has been accessed)  

 

DE56197 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

OBS filtering on Custom Object is not working 

 SUMMARY: Unable to filter on OBS unit on Custom Objects in Classic PPM.    
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log in to Clarity as Administrator  
2. Create a customer master object (example: My Custom Object) and enable to have it API enabled  
3. Either create an OBS or use an existing OBS and associate the object created (example: My Custom Object) 
4. Once the OBS association is done, you can enable the API Attribute in order to see it in the Modern UX  
5. Go to the Custom object Menu from the Classic UI and create a few instances for the object and update the OBS unit  
6. Configure the Custom Object List Page to add OBS Unit in filter and list section 
7. On the filter section select an OBS Unit and filter  
 
Expected Results: The list page should fetch the result based on the OBS UNIT match.  
Actual Results: The list page doesn't show any records even when the filter value matches.  
Workaround: Go to the Modern UX and filter on the OBS unit and it shows the correct value. 

 

DE56244 

Crash/Data Loss 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

PPA_WIP month_begin values are not correct for months with 30 calendar days 

 SUMMARY: PPA_WIP month_begin values are not correct for months with 30 calendar days (GCP environment).  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Create a project   
2. Financially enable it  
3. Add a team member that is financially enabled  
4. Home > Financial Management > Transaction Entry  
5. Create two transactions for that team member/project  
   Transaction 1: Transaction Date = 01-May-2020   
   Transaction 2: Transaction Date = 01-June-2020   
6. Run Post Transactions and Post to WIP jobs  
7. Check the PPA_WIP table and note the month_begin column  
 
Expected Results: Transaction in May is correct. Month_begin is 2020-05-01 00:00:00.0 / Transaction in June to be 2020-06-
01 00:00:00.0  
Actual Results: Transaction in May is correct. Month_begin is 2020-05-01 00:00:00.0 / Transaction in June is incorrect, 
being 2020-05-31 00:00:00.0  
Workaround: None.  

 
 

DE56247 

Minor 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Classic UI Timesheets - Error 401 Unauthorized thrown when Create Task option is used 

 SUMMARY: Classic UI Timesheets - Error 401 Unauthorized thrown when Create Task option is used.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Create a new resource from Administration -> Resources  
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2. Create a new project (Home -> Projects) and make the resource created in Step 1 a Team member (Projects -> Team 
{tab})  
3. Provide the resource from Step 1 the following Access Rights. The project right should be over the one created in Step 2  
=========Instance Rights=========  
Project - View  
Project - View Tasks  
Project - Edit Project Plan  
=========Instance Rights=========  
=========Global Rights=========  
Timesheets - Navigate  
=========Global Rights=========  
4. Set Track Mode = PPM and Open for Time Entry = True for the resource from Step 1 (Home -> Resources -> {Specific 
Resource} -> Setting)  
5. Login using the account created in Step 1  
6. Navigate to Timesheets in the CLASSIC UI  
7. Open any timesheet. Click on Add Task. Click on Create Task  
8. Choose the investment from Step 2. Provide Task Name and ID. Save and Return.  
 
Expected Results: That a new unplanned task is created.  
Actual Result: Following error appears:  
Error 401 - Unauthorized. You are not authorized to view the page. If you are sure you have access, try logging in again or 
contact your system administrator. 
However, note that the task itself does get created, and time can be reported against it. Also, the same set of steps work in 
15.5.1 but not in 15.8.1. 
Workaround: None.  

 

DE56270 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Postgres SLOW PERFORMANCE - Home > Resource Planning > Allocations 

 SUMMARY: Home, Resource Planning, Allocations screen. This screen is extremely slow to load.  
This portlet uses the system data-provider 'Team Allocations'.  
Any portlet that uses this data-provider is slow.  
 
PostgreSQL - 1 min 42 sec 
Oracle - 8 sec  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE: 
1. Use a Postgres environment where the system has additional user-defined fields configured on the Team Object  
2. Navigate in Classic PPM to Home, Resource Planning, Allocations tab  
 
Expected Results: For the page to load comparably in the same amount of time as it does in Oracle.  
Actual Results: It takes a longer time to load the page.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE56351 

Minor 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

XOG Client Cross Platform Zip file contains duplicate jars in lib directory when downloading from Clarity UI 

 SUMMARY: XOG Client Cross Platform Zip file contains duplicate jars in lib directory when downloading from Clarity UI.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Go to Administration, Client Downloads  
2. Download the Cross-Platform ZIP file  
3. Do not unzip the file, but examine the LIB folder  
 
Expected Results: No duplicate files.  
Actual Results: Duplicate files exist in the Zip file.  

 commons-beanutils.jar  
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 commons-discovery.jar  
Workaround: 
For the commons-beanutils.jar - use the file with the larger file size.   
For the commons-discovery.jar - both are the same size, use either one.   
Alternate workaround: Download the files from the Clarity server $clarity\xog-unzipped.  

 

DE56409 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Postgres: WIP Adjustment is rounding values 

 SUMMARY: Postgres Approve WIP Adjustment is rounding values.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
 0. Make sure that Apply currency precision for rate/cost  under Admin/Financial Management Processing is Unchecked  
 1.  Create a transaction with the value in the Cost and Rate fields are similar to 12.34567  
 2.  Post to WIP  
 3. Create a WIP Adjustment for the transaction created above  
 4. Click 'Save and Return' without making any changes  
 5. Go to Approve WIP Adjustment  
 6. Open the transaction to view the original and adjusted values  
 
Expected Results: Adjusted Cost and Rate (On right side for Approve) match the original Cost and Rate fields.  
Actual Results: Decimals are dropped on the Approve part.   
 
In my example the Rate and Cost values now show 12.00000  
If the value is 12.678 this would round to 13.0000  
This value is also stored in ppa_wip_values table.  
 
Workaround: None. 

 

DE56410 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Clicking on Projects, Ideas or Investments while using the Board View opens the wrong investment after reordering the 
cards 

 SUMMARY: In the new UX, drilling into Projects, Ideas or Investments while using the Board View opens the wrong 
investment after reordering the cards.  
  
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Open the New UX  
2. Go to the "Projects" tab  
3. Create or have available at least 2 projects  
4. Select Board view  
5. Change the order of an investment card in any of the Board Columns 
6. Click on the moved card to open the investment  
  
Expected Results: The correct investment opens 
Actual Results: The project that opens doesn't match the one that was clicked. The same behavior is exhibited in Ideas and 
Investments 
Workaround: Refresh the page after reordering the cards before drilling into the investments or use Grid View. 

 

DE56430 

Cosmetic 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Tool Tip includes OBS value 

 SUMMARY: OBS Path appended to Tool Tip  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:   
Assign a "Tool Tip" to an OBS related field  
1. Go to the "Project" Object  
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2. Go to the "Views" tab, and in the "Project Properties" line click the "Fields" link  
3. Find the OBS field that you'd like to assign a "Tool Tip", and click the "Properties" icon for that Property  
4. Populate information into the "Tool Tip" field and save  
5. Open a Project, ensure that an OBS is assigned to that same OBS field  
6. Hover over the field, a popup will display the OBS field's name, and then after it includes the "Tool Tip"  
 
NOTE: This same behavior can be seen in other fields, but not all fields  
Expected Results: That only the "Tool Tip" will display  
Actual Results: The desired "Tool Tip" displays, but it also includes the OBS field value, which would usually display without 
the Tool Tip  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE56505 
Major 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Financial Management Reports are failing when the Default system currency is EUR and the Report Currency is EUR 

 SUMMARY: Financial Management Reports are failing when the Default system currency is EUR and the Report Currency is 
EUR.  
This affects the following Reports: 
   Financial Budget vs. Forecast by Period   
   Financial Budget vs. Forecast by Period Detail  
   Financial Capitalization by Investment  
   Financial Forecast Review by Investment  
   Financial Forecast Review by Plan Grouping  
   
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Create a Clarity System with EUR Currency as default  
2. Financially enable the system  
3. Configure the entity in System Options  
4. Create a Project  
5. Create a cost plan, and populate the cost plan with data  
6. Submit the cost plan for Approval and approve the Cost Plan to get a budget plan  
7. Run the Load Data Warehouse job with the Full Load option  
8. Run the Load Data Warehouse Access Rights Job  
9. After both jobs complete, navigate to Advanced Reporting  
10. Navigate to View, Repository, CA PPM, Reports, Financial Management, run the 'Financial Budget vs. Forecast by 
Period'  
11. Select the project created in Step 4, select the Reporting currency as EUR  
12. Run the Report  
 
Expected Results: The report completes successfully.  
Actual Results: The report fails with the 'error filling report'.  
  ERROR: column "amount" does not exist 
  Where: PL/pgSQL function dwh_euro_triangulation_fct(character varying,character varying,numeric,character 
varying,timestamp without time zone) ... 
Workaround: None.  

 

DE56541 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Lookup attributes API calls on Modern UX  Grid is repeating which results in slowness 

 SUMMARY: Lookup attributes API calls on Modern UX  Grid is repeating which results in slowness.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Login to Clarity and Navigate to Modern UX  
2. Ensure to add any out of box lookup attribute on the generic grid (example: Project, Idea)  
3. Enable Trace and navigate to the Project or Idea Grid  
4. Review the trace and you will see the lookup marshaller calls are repeating  
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Expected Results: The lookup API marshaller call should ideally be once.  
Actual Results: Repeated lookup API marshaller called.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE56551 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

New Resources created in GCP - Cannot set OBS Unit 

 Summary:  
New Resources created in GCP generate an error when trying to save the OBS when Audit Trail is enabled. 
Try to add an OBS Unit such as 'Non Tracking Time'  
You get a system error message 
If you go to an existing resource which has an OBS Unit you can change it and no errors occur 
If a new resource is added into GCP through XOG it gets created with the OBS Unit and you can edit the value for that 
resource and no errors occur 
 
It looks like the error message is coming from inserting into CMN_AUDITS - SEE LOG MESSAGE 
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
Prerequisite: Enable OBS in Audit Trail  
1. Go to Administration, Resources, click 'NEW' to create a new resource or edit a resource record that has been created in 
GCP such as 'myuser@mycompany.com' 
2. Click 'save and continue' to get to the OBS tab 
3. Select an OBS Unit and save 
Get System Error 
 
Error anywhere you try to add OBS to a new resource 
Tried on Home, Resources, Edit properties page 
Tried on Admin, OBS, go to the Unit, Attached Instances and try to ADD the new resource there and you get the error 
message there too 
 
ERROR 2020-07-23 13:25:51,982 [http-nio-8080-exec-430] niku.xql2 (clarity:username:32514522__97806429-F6AE-4619-
A280-D8816EA71FC2:nmc.updateUserObsAndPartitions) Internal Processing exception 
com.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceException:  
SQL error code: 0 
Error message: ERROR: null value in column "transaction_id" violates not-null constraint 
  Detail: Failing row contains (7013373, resource, 5261031, odf_bnsr_n1160291978, SRM_RESOURCES, , null, 
/Scotiabank/Non Time Tracking, null, 5035003, U, 2020-07-23 13:25:51.968, 5260073, 2020-07-23 13:25:51.968, 5260073, 
null). 
  Where: SQL statement "INSERT INTO CMN_AUDITS( ID, OBJECT_CODE, OBJECT_ID,  ATTRIBUTE_CODE,  TABLE_NAME,  
COLUMN_NAME, VALUE_BEFORE , 
                  VALUE_AFTER, RAW_VALUE_BEFORE, RAW_VALUE_AFTER, OPERATION_CODE, CREATED_DATE, CREATED_BY, 
LAST_UPDATED_DATE, LAST_UPDATED_BY, TRANSACTION_ID ) 
        SELECT nextval('cmn_audits_s1'), V_OBJECT_CODE, V_OBJECT_ID, V_ATTRIBUTE_CODE, NEW.table_name, '',null, 
OBS_UNIT_FULL_PATH(NEW.unit_id) , null, NEW.unit_id, 'U', V_LAST_UPDATED_DATE, V_LAST_UPDATED_BY, 
V_LAST_UPDATED_DATE, V_LAST_UPDATED_BY, V_TRANSACTION_ID" 
PL/pgSQL function trigger_fct_audit_obs_attributes() line 160 at SQL statement 
Executed: 
 insert  into prj_obs_associations 
                (id, unit_id, table_name, record_id, 
                created_date, created_by, last_updated_date, last_updated_by) 
        select  ?, ?, ?, ?, 
                ?, ?, ?, ? 
        from    prj_obs_units u 
        where   id = ? 
        and     not exists (select  a.id 
                            from    prj_obs_associations a, prj_obs_units u2 
                            where   a.record_id = ? 
                            and     a.table_name = ? 
                            and     a.unit_id = u2.id 
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                            and     u.type_id = u2.type_id)  
Derived from statement: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<statement location="obsPMD.xml" id="nmc.obsUnitAssociationInsert" 
sortColumnPath="/data/header/sortInfo/@sortColumn" sortDirectionPath="/data/header/sortInfo/@sortDirection" 
slicePath="/data/header/pagination/sliceInfo/@slice" sliceSizePath="/data/header/pagination/sliceInfo/@sliceSize" 
inputSource="none" xmlns="http://schemas.niku.com/2002/pmd"> 
  <sql dbVendor="all"> 
    <text> 
        insert  into prj_obs_associations 
                (id, unit_id, table_name, record_id, 
                created_date, created_by, last_updated_date, last_updated_by) 
        select  ?, ?, ?, ?, 
                ?, ?, ?, ? 
        from    prj_obs_units u 
        where   id = ? 
        and     not exists (select  a.id 
                            from    prj_obs_associations a, prj_obs_units u2 
                            where   a.record_id = ? 
                            and     a.table_name = ? 
                            and     a.unit_id = u2.id 
                            and     u.type_id = u2.type_id) 
      </text> 
    <param name="id" direction="IN" expressionListDelimiter="," tableName="PRJ_OBS_ASSOCIATIONS" 
sequenceType="nextValue"/> 
    <param name="unit_id" type="int" direction="IN" expressionListDelimiter=","/> 
    <param name="table_name" type="string" direction="IN" expressionListDelimiter=","/> 
    <param name="record_id" type="int" direction="IN" expressionListDelimiter=","/> 
    <param replace="timestamp" direction="IN" expressionListDelimiter=","/> 
    <param replace="userId" direction="IN" expressionListDelimiter=","/> 
    <param replace="timestamp" direction="IN" expressionListDelimiter=","/> 
    <param replace="userId" direction="IN" expressionListDelimiter=","/> 
    <param name="unit_id" type="int" direction="IN" expressionListDelimiter=","/> 
    <param name="record_id" type="int" direction="IN" expressionListDelimiter=","/> 
    <param name="table_name" type="string" direction="IN" expressionListDelimiter=","/> 
  </sql> 
</statement> 
 
Referenced by: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<statementRef id="nmc.obsUnitAssociationInsert" inputSource="map" 
sortColumnPath="/data/header/sortInfo/@sortColumn" sortDirectionPath="/data/header/sortInfo/@sortDirection" 
slicePath="/data/header/pagination/sliceInfo/@slice" sliceSizePath="/data/header/pagination/sliceInfo/@sliceSize" 
xmlns="http://schemas.niku.com/2002/pmd"/> 
 
Using input:  
{record_id=5261031, unit_id=5035003, table_name=SRM_RESOURCES} sequences[PRJ_OBS_ASSOCIATIONS: 5584049] 
 
 at com.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceController.createException(PersistenceController.java:2196) 
 at com.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceController.handleSQLException(PersistenceController.java:2371) 
 at com.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceController.processSql(PersistenceController.java:3063) 
 at com.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceController.processStatement(PersistenceController.java:888) 
 at com.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceController.processStatements(PersistenceController.java:786) 
 at com.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceController.doProcessRequest(PersistenceController.java:588) 
 at com.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceController.processRequest(PersistenceController.java:311) 
 at com.niku.odf.utils.PersistenceRequestUtil.persistStatementSet(PersistenceRequestUtil.java:395) 
 at com.niku.odf.service.object.OBSFieldsService.executeSave(OBSFieldsService.java:328) 
 at com.niku.odf.object.xbl.OBSFieldsHandler.doPostProcess(OBSFieldsHandler.java:68) 
 at com.niku.odf.object.xbl.ServiceHandler.postProcess(ServiceHandler.java:69) 
 at com.niku.xql2.XQLVisitor.postProcess(XQLVisitor.java:1421) 
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 at com.niku.union.xml.dom.DOMWalker.postProcess(DOMWalker.java:210) 
 at com.niku.union.xml.dom.DOMWalker.traverseIntern(DOMWalker.java:94) 
 at com.niku.union.xml.dom.DOMWalker.traverseIntern(DOMWalker.java:92) 
 at com.niku.union.xml.dom.DOMWalker.traverseIntern(DOMWalker.java:92) 
 at com.niku.union.xml.dom.DOMWalker.traverseIntern(DOMWalker.java:92) 
 at com.niku.union.xml.dom.DOMWalker.traverse(DOMWalker.java:36) 
 at com.niku.xql2.XQLProcessor.process(XQLProcessor.java:257) 
 at com.niku.xql2.XQLProcessor.process(XQLProcessor.java:283) 
 at com.niku.xql2.binding.ServiceControlBindingXql.processFile(ServiceControlBindingXql.java:390) 
 at com.niku.xql2.binding.ServiceControlBindingXql.getDocument(ServiceControlBindingXql.java:273) 
 at com.niku.xql2.binding.ServiceControlBindingXql.processRequest(ServiceControlBindingXql.java:157) 
 at com.niku.union.service.ServiceControlImpl.processRequest(ServiceControlImpl.java:914) 
 at com.niku.union.service.ServiceControlImpl.processRequest(ServiceControlImpl.java:212) 
 at com.niku.union.web.WebServiceAdapter.processRequest(WebServiceAdapter.java:219) 
 at com.niku.union.web.PortletController.processServiceRequest(PortletController.java:1431) 
 at com.niku.union.web.PortletController.processProcessActionRequest(PortletController.java:235) 
 at com.niku.union.web.PortletController.processRequest(PortletController.java:162) 
 at com.niku.union.web.WebActionController.processAction(WebActionController.java:1470) 
 at com.niku.union.web.WebActionController.processRequest(WebActionController.java:193) 
 at com.ca.clarity.uif.service.vxml.VXMLService.processRequest(VXMLService.java:453) 
 at com.ca.clarity.uif.UIServlet.service(UIServlet.java:78) 
 at javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet.service(HttpServlet.java:741) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.internalDoFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:231) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.doFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:166) 
 at org.apache.tomcat.websocket.server.WsFilter.doFilter(WsFilter.java:52) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.internalDoFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:193) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.doFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:166) 
 at com.niku.union.web.filter.ResponseHeaders.doFilter(ResponseHeaders.java:73) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.internalDoFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:193) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.doFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:166) 
 at com.niku.union.web.filter.ResponseSecurityHeaders.doFilter(ResponseSecurityHeaders.java:158) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.internalDoFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:193) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.doFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:166) 
 at com.niku.union.web.filter.ClarityContentFilter.doFilter(ClarityContentFilter.java:153) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.internalDoFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:193) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.doFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:166) 
 at com.niku.union.web.filter.XSSFilter.doFilter(XSSFilter.java:88) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.internalDoFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:193) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.doFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:166) 
 at com.niku.union.web.filter.SAMLFilter.doFilter(SAMLFilter.java:81) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.internalDoFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:193) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.doFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:166) 
 at com.niku.union.web.filter.GZIPResponseFilter.doFilter(GZIPResponseFilter.java:138) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.internalDoFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:193) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.doFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:166) 
 at com.niku.union.web.filter.TenantSetupFilter.doFilter(TenantSetupFilter.java:55) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.internalDoFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:193) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.doFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:166) 
 at com.niku.union.web.filter.CharsetFilter.doFilter(CharsetFilter.java:45) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.internalDoFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:193) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.doFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:166) 
 at org.apache.catalina.filters.AddDefaultCharsetFilter.doFilter(AddDefaultCharsetFilter.java:89) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.internalDoFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:193) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.ApplicationFilterChain.doFilter(ApplicationFilterChain.java:166) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.StandardWrapperValve.invoke(StandardWrapperValve.java:199) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.StandardContextValve.invoke(StandardContextValve.java:96) 
 at org.apache.catalina.authenticator.AuthenticatorBase.invoke(AuthenticatorBase.java:543) 
 at org.apache.catalina.core.StandardHostValve.invoke(StandardHostValve.java:139) 
 at com.niku.union.web.valves.ErrorPageRedirectValve.invoke(ErrorPageRedirectValve.java:63) 
 at org.apache.catalina.valves.AbstractAccessLogValve.invoke(AbstractAccessLogValve.java:688) 
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 at org.apache.catalina.core.StandardEngineValve.invoke(StandardEngineValve.java:87) 
 at org.apache.catalina.connector.CoyoteAdapter.service(CoyoteAdapter.java:343) 
 at org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11Processor.service(Http11Processor.java:615) 
 at org.apache.coyote.AbstractProcessorLight.process(AbstractProcessorLight.java:65) 
 at org.apache.coyote.AbstractProtocol$ConnectionHandler.process(AbstractProtocol.java:818) 
 at org.apache.tomcat.util.net.NioEndpoint$SocketProcessor.doRun(NioEndpoint.java:1623) 
 at org.apache.tomcat.util.net.SocketProcessorBase.run(SocketProcessorBase.java:49) 
 at java.base/java.util.concurrent.ThreadPoolExecutor.runWorker(ThreadPoolExecutor.java:1128) 
 at java.base/java.util.concurrent.ThreadPoolExecutor$Worker.run(ThreadPoolExecutor.java:628) 
 at org.apache.tomcat.util.threads.TaskThread$WrappingRunnable.run(TaskThread.java:61) 
 at java.base/java.lang.Thread.run(Thread.java:834) 
Caused by: org.postgresql.util.PSQLException: ERROR: null value in column "transaction_id" violates not-null constraint 
  Detail: Failing row contains (7013373, resource, 5261031, odf_bnsr_n1160291978, SRM_RESOURCES, , null, 
/Scotiabank/Non Time Tracking, null, 5035003, U, 2020-07-23 13:25:51.968, 5260073, 2020-07-23 13:25:51.968, 5260073, 
null). 
  Where: SQL statement "INSERT INTO CMN_AUDITS( ID, OBJECT_CODE, OBJECT_ID,  ATTRIBUTE_CODE,  TABLE_NAME,  
COLUMN_NAME, VALUE_BEFORE , 
                  VALUE_AFTER, RAW_VALUE_BEFORE, RAW_VALUE_AFTER, OPERATION_CODE, CREATED_DATE, CREATED_BY, 
LAST_UPDATED_DATE, LAST_UPDATED_BY, TRANSACTION_ID ) 
        SELECT nextval('cmn_audits_s1'), V_OBJECT_CODE, V_OBJECT_ID, V_ATTRIBUTE_CODE, NEW.table_name, '',null, 
OBS_UNIT_FULL_PATH(NEW.unit_id) , null, NEW.unit_id, 'U', V_LAST_UPDATED_DATE, V_LAST_UPDATED_BY, 
V_LAST_UPDATED_DATE, V_LAST_UPDATED_BY, V_TRANSACTION_ID" 
PL/pgSQL function trigger_fct_audit_obs_attributes() line 160 at SQL statement 
 at org.postgresql.core.v3.QueryExecutorImpl.receiveErrorResponse(QueryExecutorImpl.java:2468) 
 at org.postgresql.core.v3.QueryExecutorImpl.processResults(QueryExecutorImpl.java:2211) 
 at org.postgresql.core.v3.QueryExecutorImpl.execute(QueryExecutorImpl.java:309) 
 at org.postgresql.jdbc.PgStatement.executeInternal(PgStatement.java:446) 
 at org.postgresql.jdbc.PgStatement.execute(PgStatement.java:370) 
 at org.postgresql.jdbc.PgPreparedStatement.executeWithFlags(PgPreparedStatement.java:149) 
 at org.postgresql.jdbc.PgPreparedStatement.execute(PgPreparedStatement.java:138) 
 at jdk.internal.reflect.GeneratedMethodAccessor99.invoke(Unknown Source) 
 at java.base/jdk.internal.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.java:43) 
 at java.base/java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:566) 
 at org.apache.tomcat.jdbc.pool.StatementFacade$StatementProxy.invoke(StatementFacade.java:114) 
 at com.sun.proxy.$Proxy37.execute(Unknown Source) 
 at com.niku.union.persistence.jdbc.SQLTracePreparedStatement.execute(SQLTracePreparedStatement.java:112) 
 at com.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceController.processSql(PersistenceController.java:3016) 
 ... 80 more 
 

 

DE56573 

Major 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Gel Scripts fail due to invalid namespaces 

 SUMMARY: Gel Scripts fail after upgrade to 15.8.1.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Create a process  
2. Create a process step which runs the custom GEL script  
3. Connect the step, validate, activate and run the process  
  
Expected Results: Process with the GEL script to run successfully as it was in PPM 15.8.0 and older releases.  
Actual Results: Process fails with GEL tag exceptions captured in log files:  
BPM-0704: An error occurred while executing the custom script.... org.apache.commons.jelly.JellyTagException: null:32:68: 
<gel:set> Missing or invalid XML at com.niku.union.gel.tags.SetTag.doTag ... 
... Caused by: org.apache.commons.jelly.JellyTagException: null:-1:-1: <null> <gel:set> attribute 'select' $Project//Tasks 
does not refer to an existing node. ... 
Workaround: Remove gel namespace from gel header.   
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"  
In prior Clarity releases even if there was such namespace references the same would not error out but in 15.8.1 this fails 
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Examples of valid namespace references in gel scripts: 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xmlns:core="jelly:core"  
xmlns:sql="jelly:sql"  
xmlns:util="jelly:util" 

 

DE56718 

Major 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Error 401 - Unauthorized when returning to the Project Team Tab in Classic  

 SUMMARY:  Security for the customer is based on instance rights and the project, team tab navigation is highly used. 
The error is very impacting and affects many users. No access rights are allowed to be granted at the global level. 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Create a user UserA  
2. Create a project named 'MyProject' and add a team member  
3. Add every instance access right related to the Project object for 'MyProject'   
   Add also the Projects Navigate global right  
4. Log in as UserA  
5. Go to Project Management > projects and edit the 'MyProject' project  
6. Go to the Team tab  
7. Click on the Staff Member Properties icon  
8. Click the 'Return' button or the 'Save and Return' button  
 
Expected Results: To return to the Team - Staff list page  
Actual Results: Error 401 - Unauthorized  
Workarounds:  
Provide the Global Project - Edit Management - All  
OR  
Provide the Global Project - View Management - All  
OR  
Set the properties icon to open as a pop-up  
OR  
Once you are on the Staff Member Properties, go to the Skills tab, back to the properties tab, and click the 'Return' or 'Save 
and Return' button.  

 

DE56725 

Minor 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Graphic format issue with the stock Jaspersoft Report 'Project Planning Schedule' 

 SUMMARY: Format issue with the stock Jaspersoft Report 'Project Planning Schedule'. Post Clarity upgrade, the report does 
not show correct graphics when generated and downloaded as a PPT.   
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log into CA PPM 
2. Navigate to Home/Advance Reporting  
3. Click on View / Repository  
4. Expand CAPPM  
5. Expand Reports  
6. Expand Management  
7. Select the report 'Project Planning Schedule'  
8. Enter the Parameters  
9. Click Apply to run the report  
10. Export the report to Microsoft PowerPoint format  
 
Expected Results: Graphics should appear as expected.  
Actual Results: Graphics for the Horizontal bars do not look right.   
Workaround: Export the report using a different format.  
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DE56749 

Major 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Process using Custom Object and OBS in Post Condition does not work 

 SUMMARY: Process using Custom Object and OBS in Post Condition does not work.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
 1. Create or use an existing Custom Object (master object)  
 2. Make sure it is associated with an OBS Unit  
 3. Create an instance of the custom object and choose an obs which was associated in step 2  
 4. Create a simple process using this custom object as the primary object  
    - Make it available for on-demand  
 5. Process Start Step   
    -  Actions  
    -  Run Job  
       - Choose Investment Allocation job  
 6. Create a post-condition and use  the OBS associated in Step 3    
    - Use the Binoculars and choose the OBS from the tree itself  
      Mine looks like (Goals.thisGoals is part of or descendant of 'Organizational:/All Groups')  
 7. Create another step similar to #5 but make the action be 'Run Job' and choose the Update % Complete job     
 8. Set 'Then Go To' = Finish  
 9. Go back to Step 1 and link 'Then Go To' to Step 2  
 10. Validate and activate the process  
 11. Go to your instance of the custom object you created in Step 3  
 12 Go to processes and run the process you just created  
       
Expected Results: Process completes and the two jobs run.  
Actual Results: The first job runs and then the process stalls and does not progress through the post-condition. 
Workaround: None.  

 

DE56785 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Unable to create Benefit Plans in Modern UX 

 SUMMARY:  When trying to create a new benefit  plan under New UX - Investment - Custom Investment - financial tab - 
Create a new benefit plan.  
The user gets a System Error  
API-1007 : You are not authorized to process request. Contact your system administrator for necessary security rights.  
Error in App-ca log  
WARN  2020-07-31 09:48:52,002 [http-nio-8080-exec-61] ppm.rest (clarity:username:11441853__F8788FDF-0CB9-4B26-
A05C-CFCA01CCD40B:PPM_REST_API) User username tried to POST resource [resource name: benefitPlans, resource id: 
null] but does not have permission.  
This is happening for an admin user who has all the access in the system including access to the custom investment types.   
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:   
1. Benefit Plan object -> Set defaults for Plan Name, AutoNumber: Plan Code  
2. Create a new Custom Investment  
3. Create an instance on #2  
4. On #3, financial enable the instance  
5. Go to Benefit Plans, attempt to create a Benefit Plan by clicking on (+) icon   
NOTE: Not specific to Custom Investment should be reproducible on Stock as well   
 
Actual Result: An API-1007 error message is generated and the app-ca.log file shows more error message details.   
Expected Result: The user should be able to create a Benefit Plan.  
Workaround: Remove the default value for Benefit Plan Name or Plan Code in the Studio Benefit Plan Object. 
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DE56847 

Cosmetic 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Phoenix UX Rendering Issue: Menu not resizing correctly 

 SUMMARY: When the browser is set to resize per user preferences, the menu headers overlap.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Open the Chrome browser and bring up either the Home or Administration menu  
2. Reduce the browser window size to 50%  
  
Expected Results: Menu columns should be spaced out and readable.  
Actual Results: Menu columns overlap.  
Workaround: Resize the browser window. 
Note: Resize window means to stretch it smaller/bigger by dragging the window outline, not by a browser zooming, which 
has no affect. 

 

DE56943 

Cosmetic 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Clarity Help link does not work for a user with a non-English Language 

 SUMMARY: When the PPM language/locale is set to French the Help menu when accessed from the new UX opens a blank 
page.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log in to Clarity Classic UX  
2. From Home, Account Settings, Set Language = French  
3. Click 'Help' - The documentation works as expected  
4. Navigate to Modern UX 
5. Click 'Help'   
 
Expected Results: The expected behavior is the supported languages will go to the respective language if available. If it is in 
a language we don’t support localization it should default to English like the classic PPM Help menu.  
Actual Result: A blank page opens up with the URL HID pointing to french language which does not exist today.  
Workaround: Go directly to http://techdocs.broadcom.com/ and search for the Help you require.  

 

DE56975 

Minor 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Conversations with more than ONE user 

 SUMMARY: When addressing conversations with more than ONE user, an error is given to the message creator, and a 
vague message is sent to the recipients.  
API-1019: Could not process the request due to an internal error.   
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. In the Modern UX, Go into a Project, CONVERSATIONS Module 
2. Start a conversation  
3. Add more than 1 USER using the '@mention' action  
4. Post the conversation  
 
Expected Results: Conversation successfully sent without any error message.  
Actual Results: The conversation is sent with an incomplete body, and the recipient sees an API error message.  
The app-ca.log file shows the following error: 
app-ca.log: 
 
ERROR 2020-10-21 07:21:20,382 [pool-13-thread-7] notification.Utils (clarity:username:8644737__FBE9508A-D5E1-4504-
85AE-44ACFDC4C127:none) Error occured trying to get object instance 
java.lang.StringIndexOutOfBoundsException: begin 0, end 947, length 189 
at java.base/java.lang.String.checkBoundsBeginEnd(String.java:3319) 
at java.base/java.lang.String.substring(String.java:1874) 
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at com.ca.ppm.nmc.conversation.util.ConversationUtils.getStyledMessage(ConversationUtils.java:94) 
at com.ca.ppm.nmc.conversation.ConversationInstanceService.processReferences(ConversationInstanceService.java:505) 
at com.ca.ppm.nmc.conversation.ConversationInstanceService.doPostRead(ConversationInstanceService.java:491) 
at com.niku.odf.object.ODFAbstractObjectImpl.readInstance(ODFAbstractObjectImpl.java:2771) 
at com.niku.odf.object.ODFAbstractObjectImpl.readInstance(ODFAbstractObjectImpl.java:2580) 
at com.niku.union.notification.Utils.getReplacementText(Utils.java:687) 
at com.niku.union.notification.Notification.sendAutoNotification(Notification.java:176) 
at com.niku.union.notification.Notification.sendAutoNotification(Notification.java:124) 
at com.niku.union.notification.Notification.sendAutoNotification(Notification.java:89) 
at com.niku.union.notification.Notification.run(Notification.java:61) 
at java.base/java.util.concurrent.ThreadPoolExecutor.runWorker(ThreadPoolExecutor.java:1128) 
at java.base/java.util.concurrent.ThreadPoolExecutor$Worker.run(ThreadPoolExecutor.java:628) 
at java.base/java.lang.Thread.run(Thread.java:834)  
 
Workaround: None.  

 

DE57136 

Major 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

DWH Incremental Load Error when updating Dimensions that have Multi-valued lookups 

 SUMMARY: DWH Incremental Load Error when updating Dimensions that have Multi-valued lookups.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log into the Clarity application  
2. Create a Multi-Valued Lookup Attribute in the Project Object  
3. Select a lookup 'SCH_BROWSE_RESOURCES'   
4. Check the option to 'Include in the Data Warehouse'   
5. Navigate to Home, Projects  
6. Add the new attribute to the Project List  
7. Edit the MVL and add values for a project  
8. Run the 'Load Data Warehouse' job and do not select 'Full Load' option - this will do an incremental run  
9. Navigate to the Project and Clear the values in the MVL field  
10. Run the Incremental Load DWH job again  
 
Expected: NO error message should be shown 
Actual:  Error message is shown. 
UPDATE DWH_INV_PROJECT SET ASH2_MVLATTRIBUTELOO = NULL WHERE INVESTMENT_KEY IN (SELECT 
TABLE_RECORD_KEY FROM (SELECT MVL.TABLE_RECORD_KEY, CASE WHEN (SUBSTR(MVL.TABLE_NAME,-3,3) = '_LN') THEN 
1 ELSE 0 END LANG_ID FROM DWH_META_COLUMN C INNER JOIN DWH_META_TABLE T ON C.DWH_TABLE = 
T.DWH_TABLE INNER JOIN DWH_CMN_MV_LOOKUP MVL ON MVL.TABLE_NAME=C.DWH_TABLE AND 
MVL.COLUMN_NAME = C.DWH_RELATED_LOOKUP_KEY WHERE MVL.OBJECT_CODE NOT IN ('COSTPLAN', 'BENEFITPLAN') 
AND NOT EXISTS (SELECT 1 FROM DWH_META_COLUMN SC INNER JOIN DWH_META_TABLE ST ON SC.DWH_TABLE = 
ST.DWH_TABLE INNER JOIN CMN_LANGUAGES LANG ON LANG.IS_DW_ENABLED = 1 INNER JOIN 
DWH_ODF_MULTI_VALUED_LOOKUPS_V SMVL ON SMVL.TABLE_NAME = SC.DWH_TABLE AND SMVL.COLUMN_NAME = 
SC.DWH_RELATED_LOOKUP_KEY WHERE SMVL.TABLE_NAME = MVL.TABLE_NAME AND SMVL.COLUMN_NAME = 
MVL.COLUMN_NAME AND LANG.LANGUAGE_CODE = MVL.LANGUAGE_CODE AND SMVL.TABLE_RECORD_KEY = 
MVL.TABLE_RECORD_KEY)) WHERE LANG_ID = 0) 
Workaround: None.   

 

DE57142 

Minor 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Postgres based installation - Adding an already existing Access Right throws an error 

 SUMMARY: Postgres based installation - Adding an already existing Access Right throws an error.  
Note: The issue described here is not reproducible in an Oracle-based installation. Please use only a Postgres installation to 
test. 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Create a new resource from Administration, Resources  
2. Navigate to Resource's Access Rights, Instance  
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3. Click on 'Add': Object = Process Definition, Process -AutoStart, {Choose any record},  Add  
4. Click on 'Add': Object = Process Definition, Process -AutoStart and Process - Cancel, {Choose same record as in Step 
3}, Add  
 
Expected Result: 'Process - Cancel' right is added along with 'Process - AutoStart'.  
Actual Result: 'Process - Cancel' right is not added.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE57172 

Minor 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

NSQL Lookup with 'concat' function not showing full value in New UX (GCP/Postgres) 

 SUMMARY: NSQL Lookup with 'concat' not showing full value in the Modern UX (GCP/Postgres).  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
0. Login to an environment using a Postgres database (does not occur in Oracle) 
1. Create a new lookup using 'concat' function to combine two values  
Example:  
SELECT 
@SELECT:S.CODE:CODE@, 
@SELECT:S.NAME:NAME@, 
@SELECT:S.FULL:FULL@ 
FROM 
(select 
ID as ID, 
CODE as CODE, 
NAME as NAME, 
concat(concat(NAME,' -  '),CODE) as FULL 
FROM   ODF_CA_CUSTOM_OBJECT) S 
WHERE  @FILTER@ 
2. Create a new lookup attribute on the Project object using this lookup  
3. Add an API Attribute ID on this attribute to make it available in the Modern UX 
4. In the Modern UX, add this field to a Blueprint 
5. Associate any existing or new project to this Blueprint  
6. In the New UX, open the project details  
7. Click on the drop-down for the lookup  
 
Expected Results: The available values display as the [full name - code].  
Actual Results: The values only display the name. However, when a value is selected it does display the value as the [full 
name - code] in the field.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE57216 

Minor 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Multi level lookup attribute values are not displayed in Modern UX Grid view until the object instance is created 

 SUMMARY: Multi-level lookup (aka Static Dependent Lookups) attribute values are not displayed in the Modern UX Grid 
view until the object instance is created.   
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE: 
1. Create a Custom Investment type Object (Extension Type = Investment)  
    Assign the new access rights to the users 
2. In this new object, create a lookup type attribute 'MyLkp'  
   Use the 'Investment Type' (INV_TYPE) lookup (a static dependent lookup)  
   Enable the attribute for the Modern UX by setting a value for the API Alias Attribute ID value  
3. Login to Modern UX, Go to Investments icon, Click on the icon for the new Custom Investment Type  
4. On the grid view, add the 'MyLkp' attribute to the grid  
5. Place the column in between Name and ID which are both required fields  
6. Click the '+' (plus symbol) to create a new investment record 
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7. Give a name, select a value for the MyLkp field  
 
Expected Results: The value selected to be displayed during the creation of the record before it is actually created.  
Actual Results: The selected value does not display. Fill the ID in and as the instance gets created, the lookup selected value 
displays.  
Workaround: Save the new record and you will see the selected value.  

 

DE57280 

Minor 

Found in 15.6.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Synchronize Agile Central Fails due to double slash in the API Call when connected to Rally EU https://eu1.rallydev.com 

 SUMMARY: Synchronize Agile Central Fails due to double slash in the API Call when connected to Rally 
EU https://eu1.rallydev.com.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Login to Clarity  
2. Configure the prerequisite of Synchronize Agile Central Job  
3. Run the job Synchronize Agile Central Fails  
4. Error in the job logs looks like  
 
DEBUG 2020-08-17 18:29:26,514 [Dispatch Synchronize Agile Central : bg@cps178 (tenant=clarity)] ppm.rally 
(clarity:admin:8474117__5A429B6E-12C0-4131-8E78-3E68145AB0AB:Synchronize Agile Central) About to get porfolio Item 
with Id=f70b815f-20e6-4dfb-a1d0-748b85e1a8c9 
DEBUG 2020-08-17 18:29:26,729 [Dispatch Synchronize Agile Central : bg@cps178 (tenant=clarity)] ppm.rally 
(clarity:admin:8474117__5A429B6E-12C0-4131-8E78-3E68145AB0AB:Synchronize Agile Central) Parent Portfolio Type = 
Epic Leaf Portfolio Type = Feature 
DEBUG 2020-08-17 18:29:26,729 [Dispatch Synchronize Agile Central : bg@cps178 (tenant=clarity)] ppm.rally 
(clarity:admin:8474117__5A429B6E-12C0-4131-8E78-3E68145AB0AB:Synchronize Agile Central) Parent Portfolio Type hash 
map key = portfolioitem/epic 
DEBUG 2020-08-17 18:29:26,729 [Dispatch Synchronize Agile Central : bg@cps178 (tenant=clarity)] ppm.rally 
(clarity:admin:8474117__5A429B6E-12C0-4131-8E78-3E68145AB0AB:Synchronize Agile Central) Leaf Portfolio Type hash 
map key = portfolioitem/feature 
INFO  2020-08-17 18:29:26,776 [Dispatch Synchronize Agile Central : bg@cps178 (tenant=clarity)] 
service.PortfolioItemService (clarity:admin:8474117__5A429B6E-12C0-4131-8E78-3E68145AB0AB:Synchronize Agile 
Central) Endpoint URL 
=  //portfolioitem/feature.js?start=1&pagesize=200&fetch=Name%2CFormattedID%2CObjectID%2C_refObject 
UUID%2C_ref%2CPlannedStartDate%2CPlannedEndDate%2CRelease%2CMilestones%2CInvestmentCategory% 
2CRiskScore%2CValueScore%2CWSJFScore%2CDescription%2CPercentDoneByStoryCount%2CPercentDoneByStory 
PlanEstimate%2CState%2CPreliminaryEstimate%2CParent%2CPortfolioItemType%2CLastUpdateDate&order=ObjectID 
&query=%28Parent.ObjectUUID+%3D+f70b815f-20e6-4dfb-a1d0-
748b85e1a8c9%29&workspace=%2Fworkspace%2F6872591c-4609-489a-98f2-656bec27f3d0 
ERROR 2020-08-17 18:29:26,836 [Dispatch Synchronize Agile Central : bg@cps178 (tenant=clarity)] ppm.agl 
(clarity:admin:8474117__5A429B6E-12C0-4131-8E78-3E68145AB0AB:Synchronize Agile Central)  
java.io.IOException: HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found 
              at com.rallydev.rest.client.HttpClient.executeRequest(HttpClient.java:163) 
              at com.rallydev.rest.client.HttpClient.doRequest(HttpClient.java:145) 
              at com.rallydev.rest.client.ApiKeyClient.doRequest(ApiKeyClient.java:37) 
  
Expected Results: The job should be successful.   
Actual Results: The job fails with the error 404 due to // (the forward slash) in the API call.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE57281 

Cosmetic 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

 French translation issue on Financial Plans module 

 SUMMARY: French translation issue on the Financial plans module. Since the new Financial module was introduced in 
15.8.0 the existing financial module was renamed to Financial plans. The Financial plans module name is now not translated 
to French when French language is configured.  

https://eu1.rallydev.com/
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STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log in to Clarity Classic UX, From Home, Account Settings,  Set Language = French  
2. Navigate to the Modern UX  
3. Open a project that was created via the standard Blueprint or open Standard Blueprint configuration from new UX 
administration  
 
Expected Results: The FINANCIAL PLANS module name appearing in French like all the other modules.  
Actual Result: The FINANCIAL PLANS module name appears in English.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE57485 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

 Unable to delete custom attribute from custom object with PostgreSQL as database   

 SUMMARY: Unable to delete a custom attribute from a custom object with a PostgreSQL database.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Login to Clarity with administration rights  
2. Navigate to Administration, Studio, Objects  
3. Create a Custom Object and Custom Attributes  
4. Try to delete the custom attribute  
 
Expected Results: The attribute should be deleted.  
Actual Results: The delete action continues to process until a timeout is reached and the attribute is not deleted.  
Workaround: Deactivate the attribute until the defect is resolved.   

 

DE57561 

Minor 

Found in 15.7 

Fixed in 15.9 

New UI Admin: Blueprint Changes Don't Save Consistently 

 SUMMARY: Blueprint UI layout changes are not saved consistently.  
This is inconsistent.  This appears to have been an issue going back before 15.7.1 
Reference: https://community.broadcom.com/enterprisesoftware/communities/community-
home/digestviewer/viewthread?MessageKey=dc7623ec-e445-4f0e-b560-9294d0148327&CommunityKey=7f0cbca3-5f93-
4d44-a369-1a8ce98f5578&tab=digestviewer#bmdc7623ec-e445-4f0e-b560-9294d0148327 
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log in to the Modern UX as a user with Administrative rights  
2. Click Administration, 'Blueprints' tile  
3. Edit an existing Blueprint or create a new one  
4. Pick a section to modify, i.e. Project or Idea Summary  
5. Drag fields over to the right  
6. Make some longer than others, others smaller  
7. Save At this point, you will notice your layout was not saved. 
Expected Results: Layout changes to a Blueprint are saved consistently.  
Actual Results: Layout changes to a Blueprint are NOT saved consistently.  
Workaround: Perform a second or third edit and save until it works.  

 

DE57571 

Major 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Resource Workloads Portlet performance issue 

 SUMMARY: Go to the Resource Workloads portlet and click the filter button. Page times out in Postgres. The problem is 
that the query to get time slices is taking 3 seconds x 456 executions.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Go to Home, Resource Planning, Resource Workloads  
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2. Use the Filter  
 
Expected Results: For results to be returned. 
Actual Results: The page times out.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE57600 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Charge Code values not available in the drop-down in Modern UX 

 SUMMARY: Unable to select charge codes on the Modern UX Financial Plans when there is a large number of charge codes 
on the system.  
Pre-requisite: To have a large number of charge codes on the system. The customer has created nearly 4,000 charge codes.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Go to the Modern UX  
2. Open any project  
3. Financially enable it  
4. Create a cost plan  
5. Add a cost plan detail row and try to select a charge code  
 
Expected Results: We are able to select a charge code.  
Actual result: NO charge codes are available to be selected.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE57636 

Major 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Report and Job's scheduled job Log list page takes time to load and sometimes times out 

 SUMMARY: After migrating to Postgres, the Job Log page has poor performance. It takes a long time to load.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Login to Clarity  
2. Click on Home, Reports and Jobs, Jobs tab, Log page 
 
Expected Results: The page should load quickly.  
Actual Results: Page times out or loads very slowly.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE57663 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

 GCP Only - Load Data Warehouse deadlocks on grant GRANT SELECT ON ALL TABLES IN SCHEMA sXXXXpdwh TO 
sXXXXpdwh 

 SUMMARY: GCP Only - Load Data Warehouse deadlocks on grant GRANT SELECT ON ALL TABLES IN SCHEMA sXXXXpdwh TO 
sXXXXpdwh.  
  
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. On a large dataset, run 'Load Data Warehouse' - Full Load  
 
Expected Results: The job to run successfully.  
Actual Results: The job fails with a deadlock issue: 
Reload Facts? - An error occurred executing this job entry : Couldn't execute SQL: CALL 
DWH_CFG_POP_HISTORY_SP();TRUNCATE TABLE DWH_CMN_ERROR_MESSAGE;CALL 
DWH_CFG_PRE_CONFIG_SP('N');CALL DWH_CFG_FOREIGN_TABLES_SP();ERROR: deadlock detected   Detail: Process 12098 
waits for ExclusiveLock on tuple (63,41) of relation 1259 of database 341371; blocked by process 25154.Process 25154 
waits for ShareLock on transaction 450603; blocked by process 25156.Process 25156 waits for ShareLock on transaction 
427825; blocked by process 12098.   Hint: See server log for query details.  Where: SQL statement "GRANT SELECT ON ALL 
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TABLES IN SCHEMA sXXXXpdwh TO sXXXXpdwh "PL/pgSQL function dwh_cfg_foreign_tables_sp() line 32 at 
EXECUTE Workaround: Run the job again   
 
When reviewing dwh_cfg_foreign_tables_sp we can see it's calling this statement: 
GRANT SELECT ON ALL TABLES IN SCHEMA sXXXXpdwh TO sXXXXpdwh 
The statement is used when recreating the foreign tables (PostgreSQL-specific only). 

 

DE57721 

Major 

Found in 15.7.1 

Fixed in 15.8 

Modern UX - Microsoft Edge - Not possible to configure fields in certain tabs 

 SUMMARY: Modern UX - Microsoft Edge - Not possible to configure fields in certain tabs.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Use Microsoft Edge Browser (Version 42.17134.1.0 (Windows 10) or above)  
2. Navigate to Modern UX  
3. Navigate to the RISKS tab of a Project  
4. Click on a record. Click on Details. Click on Configure  
5. Try to drag and drop a field into the Details tab  
 
Expected Results: Fields move from the Available list into the Details tab.  
Actual Results: Fields are frozen. They do not move when dragged.  
Please note that the same behavior can be observed in other tabs such as Assignments, Issues, Changes, and in custom 
subobjects of projects (including status reports).  
Workaround: Use another browser.  

 

DE57733 

Minor 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Assignments Module Filter Missing 'Task' field 

 SUMMARY: In the modern UX, the ASSIGNMENTS Module is missing the 'Task' field on the filter 'Add Filter' lookup.  
The field appears in the grid and in the fly-out as expected 
   
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Add the ASSIGNMENTS Module to a Blueprint  
2. Open a project associated with the new Blueprint and navigate to the ASSIGNMENTS module  
3. Expand the Filter section  
4. Click 'Add Filter'  
5. Search for task  
 
Expected Results: To see the 'Task' field for selection.  
Actual Results: Only see 'Key Task' and 'Task Id' fields listed for selection.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE57824 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Expose underlying tables via ODATA used in view ODATA dwh_inv_security_v, dwh_res_security_v 

 SUMMARY: Expose underlying tables via ODATA used in view ODATA dwh_inv_security_v, dwh_res_security_v.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Prerequisite to reproduce the problem is to have a medium size dataset with around 8+ million records in view 
dwh_inv_security_v, dwh_res_security_v  
2. Login to a system and navigate to Administration, General Settings, Datawarehouse ODATA SERVICE  
3. Use the DATA WAREHOUSE ODATA V4 ENDPOINT URL and connect via Postman  
4. Perform a GET Call https://cppmbixxx.ondemand.ca.com/api/odata4/cppmxxxxtDataSourceV4/DWH_INV_SECURITY_V  
 
Expected Results: The API get call dwh_inv_security_v should be able to fetch records but it times out after 15 minutes.   
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Actual Results: The API get call dwh_inv_security_v takes too long in PostgresSQL.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE57828 

Minor 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

 Load Data Warehouse performance on DWH_INV_TASK_HIERARCHY 

 SUMMARY: The 'Load Data Warehouse' job has poor performance on DWH_INV_TASK_HIERARCHY when it is executed as 
an incremental job.  
  
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. On a large customer dataset that's not accessed by users run a Full Load of the Load Data Warehouse job  
2. Now run an Incremental Load  
   
Expected Results: The Incremental to run within a reasonable time.  
Actual Results: The Incremental job is taking 40 min to 1 hour although no data has been modified. Most of this time is 
spent on DWH_INV_TASK_HIERARCHY.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE57854 

Major 

Found in 15.5 

Fixed in 15.9 

Load Data Warehouse fails in Clarity PPM 15.8 (Timeout) 

 SUMMARY: While populating the DWH on an incremental load, financial transactions were timing out. (Oracle and MSSQL 
Only)  
The customer has lots of financial transactions to be processed and the job takes too long.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE: 
1. Run the 'Load Data Warehouse' job without checking the 'Full Load' option so it runs incrementally  
 
Expected Results: For the job to complete successfully.  
Actual Results: The job timed out when processing the financial transaction records for the job.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE57855 

Minor 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

MUX Staffing Workspace: Unable to add investments to the resource if the resource's full name exceeds 18 characters 

 SUMMARY: MUX Staffing Workspace: Unable to add investments to the resource if the resource's full name exceeds 18 
characters and if they already have allocations.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log into Clarity Modern UX 
2. Make sure the 'admin' user is doesn't have any prior allocations  
3. Navigate to New UX, STAFFING workspace 
4. In the 'Resources to Investments' page, search for the 'admin' user  
5. Click on the Expand Arrow which is present on the left side of the Resource name  
6. You will see a '+' symbol to the right side of the resource name - Click on it and add an investment  
7. You will see a message "Added Resource to Investment Team"  
8. Now, perform step 5 again 
  
Expected Results: We should see the '+' symbol again to add more investments.  
Actual Results: We don't see the '+' symbol to add more investments to the resource. 
Workaround:  
1. Change to the 'Investments to Resources' view 
2. Search for the desired Investment and add the resource 
3. Repeat for additional Investments to add the resource  
4. Then change back to the 'Resources to Investments' view and make allocation modifications for the resource. 
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DE57954 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

In GCP SSO - Modern UX login pop up window comes post Inactivity timeout 

 SUMMARY: Clarity Login page is displayed sometimes. Users have had an issue where they get directed to the Clarity login 
page instead of the IDP Login page to login. All users are using the SP initiated link. The issue can be resolved by clearing 
browser data but a few hours later the same issue occurs. It’s not ideal to have to keep doing this to log in.   
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:   
1. Login to Clarity modern UX using SSO in GCP SaaS System  
2. Set the Inactivity time out to 60 minutes 
3. Leave the Clarity application idle for 60 minutes   
 
Expected Results: Once the system is idle for 60 minutes it should log out and go back to the logout page.   
Actual Results: Clarity Modern UX login page shows in the screen post inactivity of 60 minutes.   
Workaround: Hit the Clarity URL again to initiate the SSO session again. 

 

DE58017 

Major 

Found in 15.6.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Status Report Name Cut off (Max 50 Characters in New UX) 

 SUMMARY: If a project has a long project name, with more than 50 characters, the New UX status report will cut off the full 
name in the header.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Create a new project with a long project name (i.e.: "This is a project with a long project name, one with more than 50 
characters")  
2. In the New UX, preview or publish a new status report  
  
Expected Results: Status report header displays full project name.  
Actual Results: Status report header displays "This is a project with a long project name, one w".  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE58161 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Portfolio list  and various other portfolio pages are slow 

 SUMMARY: With Postgres, the Portfolio List takes 30-45 seconds to load.  
By default, the list contains the 'Managers' field. This is a field that uses a dynamic query multi-value lookup.  
In the customer environment, the query used to get the 'Managers' value is run for each row and each execution of the 
query took over 3 seconds.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log in to Classic UI 
2. Go to Home, Portfolio Management, Portfolios  
3. List page takes 30 - 45 seconds to load 
 
Expected Results: The Portfolio List page comes up within a few seconds.  
Actual Results: The Portfolio List page takes up to 45 seconds to come up. 
Workaround: Remove any Multi-Value Lookup field from the page configuration.  
 
Resolution: The resolution is applied to all stock dynamic query multi-value lookups.  
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DE58177 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Export to Excel(Data Only) and Export to CSV take more than 10 mins on Resource Workloads Portlet for 5k records 

 SUMMARY: Export to Excel(Data Only) and Export to CSV take more than 10 mins on Resource Workloads Portlet for 5k 
records.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Login to Clarity  
2. Navigate to Home, Resource Management, Resource Planning  
3. Click on Workloads tab  
4. Select OBS as : Resource OBS:Global Business Technology  
5. Select Obs Filter Mode as : Units and Descendants  
6. Click on Filter  
7. Total Records Shown 5244 (approx. 10 secs)  
8. Click on COG icon on the right hand corner of the Filter and Select "Export to Excel (Data Only)'  
 
Expected Results: Export to Excel (data Only) completes within 2-5 mins.  
Actual Results: Export to Excel (data Only) or Export to CSV taken more than 10 mins to complete.  
Workaround: None.  
 
Resolution: The code change made for DE57571 also addresses this use case.  
DE57571: Resource Workloads Portlet performance issue. 

 

DE58320 

Major 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

The Incremental Load DWH fails intermittently when a financial time slice rollover occurs in Postgres 

 SUMMARY: When an incremental Load Data Warehouse job is run after a financial time slice rollover occurs the job fails.  
This is due to the forecast amounts (for the previous and current fiscal period) being updated.  
   
STEPS TO REPRODUCE: 
1. Review the Time Slices and observe the Financial Time Slices rollover to the next period  
2. Run the Load Data Warehouse job without selecting the 'Full Load' so that it runs incrementally  
 
Expected Results: The job to complete successfully. 
Actual Results: The job intermittently fails with the following error: 
2020/09/01 00:17:42 - set variables - oracle - ERROR (version 5.0.2, build 1 from 2013-12-04_15-52-25 by buildguy) : An 
error occurred executing this job entry : 2020/09/01 00:17:42 - set variables - oracle - Couldn't execute SQL: CALL 
DWH_FIN_PLAN_PER_FACTS_LOAD(P_LAST_LOAD_DATE => to_timestamp('2020/08/31 20:00:27', 'yyyy/MM/dd 
HH24:mi:ss')::timestamp, P_CURRENT_DIM_LOAD_DATE => to_timestamp('2020/09/01 00:00:26', 'yyyy/mm/dd 
HH24:MI:SS')::timestamp); 2020/09/01 00:17:42 - set variables - oracle - 2020/09/01 00:17:42 - set variables - oracle - 
ERROR: ENCOUNTERED EXCEPTION WHILE MERGING INTO DWH_FIN_PLAN_PERIOD_FACTS. column "plan_fcst_units_var" 
is of type numeric but expression is of type timestamp without time zone 2020/09/01 00:17:42 - set variables - oracle - 
Where: PL/pgSQL function dwh_fin_plan_per_facts_load(timestamp without time zone,timestamp without time zone) line 
174 at RAISE null   
Workaround:  

 

DE58406 

Major 

Found in 15.8 

Fixed in 15.9 

Modern UX new task created by inserting a child from summary task displays poorly before refresh 

 SUMMARY: MUX Creating Child Task Behavior.  
In the TASKS Timeline view, when creating a child task under a summary task the child task does not show as indented until 
you navigate off the page to another module and then come back. 
When a child task is created under a summary task and navigate to another task on the same page and then back to the 
child task, both the child task and summary task show as highlighted.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
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1. Go to the TASKS module on a project  
2. Go to the Timeline view  
3. Click on a Summary Task or Task with no children  
4. Right-click to INSERT CHILD  
5. Note where the task is created with the name 'New Task'  
   
Expected Results: The New Task shows as indented under a Summary Task.  
Actual Results: The New Task is outdented at the same level as the parent task.  
  
6. Click on another task on the Timeline  
7. Click back on the new task you created  
  
Expected Results: Only New Task is highlighted.  
Actual Results: The New Task and Summary Task are highlighted.  
Workaround: Navigate to a different module and then return and the Timeline will display correctly.  

 

DE58453 

Major 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Financial Cost Plan ID Not Autonumbering in New UI 

 SUMMARY: Financial Cost Plan ID Not Autonumbering in the Modern UI  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. In Classic UI, with auto-numbering turned on for Cost Plan  
2. Click Home, Projects  
3. Click on a financially-enabled project name  
4. Click on Financial Plans  
5. Select the check box in front of a Cost Plan (create one if one doesn't exist) and select [Actions], Copy Cost Plan  
6. Click Save  
7. See a new Cost Plan, named Copy of <previous cost plan name> and Plan ID based on the auto-numbering scheme  
8. In New UI, click Projects  
9. Click on the same project name as in Step #3  
10. Click on the FINANCIALS Module (configure this module in the Blueprint if it is not shown)  
11. Right-Click on the Copy of <previous cost plan name> and select Copy  
12. Click Create  
 
Expected Results: See Cost Plan ID in the auto-numbering scheme.  
Actual Results: See Cost Plan ID as Copy of <previous id>.  
Workaround: Copy cost plans in Classic UI.  

 

DE54328 

Minor 

Found in 15.4 

Fixed in 15.9 

System Notification does not show a complete list of values for a multi-select field 

 SUMMARY: When adding a custom multi-select field to the System Notification "Project - Added participants" the field is 
added to the notification, but when the notification is sent only one value shows up in the field. 
When the notification is sent, the following happens: 
1. If the custom multi-select field Program Manager has one value, nothing shows up for the Program manager name in the 
notification. One values/name should appear in the Notification. 
2. If the custom multi-select field Program Manager has two values, only one value shows up for the Program manager 
name in the notification. Two values/name should appear in the Notification.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. On the project object create an attribute called 'Program Manager' using the 'All Resources Browse' multi-value lookup  
   Attribute Name= Program Manager  
   ID= program_manager  
   Data Type= Multi Valued Lookup  
   Lookup= All Resources Browse  
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2. Add 'Program Manager' attribute to the system notification 'Project - Added participants' body  
$[Project.program_manager] 
3. Create a new project and select two values for the custom multi-select field 'Program Manager'  
4. Go to the Team tab and add a new project member to a project to trigger the add to project notification  
 
Expected Results: Two values/names appear in the 'Program Manager' name in the notification.  
Actual Results: One value appears in the 'Program Manager' name in the notification.  
Note: If the custom multi-select field 'Program Manager' has one value selected, nothing shows up in 'Program Manager' 
name in the notification.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE57038 

Minor 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

WIP Adjustment: The quantity field is rounded off to a whole number in PostgreSQL 

 SUMMARY: In PostgreSQL during the creation of WIP adjustment, the quantity field is rounded off to the nearest whole 
number.  
Example: If we adjust 6 hours in the Quantity to 6.5, it shows 6 in the Approve WIP Adjustment Detail screen.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Log in to Clarity using PostgreSQL database. 
2. Navigate to Home, Create WIP Adjustment, and open a transaction   

3. In the Edit Transaction screen, type the decimal value in the Quantity field. e.g. 6.5 and click Save and Return   
4. Navigate to Home, Approve WIP Adjustment, and open the recently created WIP adjustment 
 
Expected Results: The typed value (decimal) is shown in the Quantity field. e.g. 6.5.   
Actual Results: The data is truncated. The decimals are rounded off to the nearest whole number. e.g. 6.  
Workaround: None.  

 

DE58513 

Minor 

Found in 15.8.1 

Fixed in 15.9 

Load Data Warehouse Incremental job fails on DWH_INV_TASK_PERIOD_FACTS 

 SUMMARY: Load Data Warehouse Incremental job fails on DWH_INV_TASK_PERIOD_FACTS.  
 
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:  
1. Schedule the Load Data Warehouse Full Load to run once weekly. 
2. Schedule the Load Data Warehouse Incremental Load to run every day multiple times. 
 
Expected Results: The Incremental job executes without any issue.  

Actual Results: The Incremental job fails with error:  
CA Clarity][Oracle JDBC Driver][Oracle]ORA-20100: ENCOUNTERED EXCEPTION WHILE INSERTING INTO DWH_INV_TASK_PERIOD_FACTS_LOAD. SQLERRM : 
ORA-20100: ENCOUNTERED EXCEPTION WHILE INSERTING INTO DWH_INTERNAL_MD. SQLERRM : ORA-01452: cannot CREATE UNIQUE INDEX; duplicate keys 
found  

2020/10/20 01:40:48 - ClarityDB - isOracle? - ORA-06512: at "PPM_DWH.DWH_INV_TASK_PERIOD_FACTS_LOAD", line 76  

Workaround: None.  

 


